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IN THIS EDITION 
Eastsider News was born during the long 2020 
COVID lockdown. Alongside other creative 
community initiatives made possible by the 
relatively new live online communications, the first 
edition came into being in August and September. 
The response and support from our diverse 
community over this first year has been both 
extensive and appreciated. Thank you!
The editorial team enjoyed meeting face-to-face 
for the first time, but just when we thought it was 
safe to relax…we go back into lockdown. This is 
tough for some, but many people are getting used 
to creatively managing the restrictions needed 
to keep us safe and use the time productively. 
We continue to have more material than we can 
publish in each edition, so we have to shorten or 
hold over some items, but don’t stop submitting.
We suggest you scan this whole edition to see 
what interests you most, and then go back 
and read articles in detail. When you open 
the website, enlarge the text and images to a 
readable size by simply double clicking. So now 
look inside…
•	 Weevil muffins
•	 Climate action plans and the environment
•	 Personal stories, history and reminiscences
•	 Letters to the Editors
•	 Maximillian von Schnauzer walks a bit further 

this time
•	 Sport, community groups and services
…and much more.
Submissions for the seventh edition of Eastsider 
News are due no later than 25 September, to 
be online early October. See the guidelines for 
submissions on page 16.

As a kid Brendon Smith was full of energy, enjoying 
hanging out with friends and family. In his first Victorian 
Championships he was placed last. After being told that 
he would never ‘make it as a swimmer’, at 16 he decided 
to get serious. His signature race, the 400 Individual 
Medley (IM) is one of the most gruelling races in 
swimming. In Tokyo, Brendon raced an elite international 
field and won bronze. His heat swim was an Australian, 
Oceania and Commonwealth Record. It is the second 
time in history that an Australian has won a medal in this 
event, Rob Woodhouse, winning bronze at the 1984 Los 
Angeles Olympics.

Behind a swimmer of Brendon’s calibre is a huge support 
team and community. Brendon commenced learn-to-
swim as a 3-year-old at Nunawading Swimming Club 
(NSC). NSC is one of the few Clubs where a swimmer 
starts as a toddler and boasts a long history of producing 
Olympic champions. Thanks to a strong long-term 
partnership with Whitehorse Council over the last 60 
years and significant support from local Forest Hill MP 
Neil Angus, NSC training facilities were recently upgraded 
with a new High-Performance Gymnasium. 
His club coaches include Rohan Taylor, now Head Coach 
Australian Swim Team, Scott Talbot, who gave Brendon 
belief in his swimming ability, and current coach Wayne 

Proposed changes to the State electorate boundaries 
by the Electoral Boundaries Commission show slicing 
and dicing of a number of historic communities of 
interest, and changes in the number of seats. The current 
Burwood and Forest Hill Districts are to be deleted and a 
new electorate of Ashwood has been defined. The Kew 
District has been extended eastwards to Union Road 
north of Mont Albert Road, and the Hawthorn District has 
been extended eastward to Union Road and Warrigal 
Road. There are also changes in the Upper House 
Regions. For details about which State electorate you will 
be in see https://www.ebc.vic.gov.au/ 
The Electoral Boundaries Commission (EBC) is an 
independent, neutral statutory body. Its job is to establish 
and review Victoria’s electoral boundaries making sure 
each electorate has a similar number of enrolled voters so 
that when it’s time to vote in a State election, each vote 
carries equal weight. This is known as the ‘one vote, one 
value’ principle.

To make sure the number of enrolled voters in each 
electorate remains approximately the same over time, 
they review electoral boundaries regularly and adjust 
them when needed. The process of reviewing electoral 
boundaries is called a ‘redivision’. A federal redistribution 
is separate to a State redivision. The two processes are 
not related and are governed by different legislation and 
timeframes.
The EBC doesn’t report to a minister or to the 
government of the day, but carries out a redivision in 
accordance with the Act. The electoral boundaries 
determined by the EBC are final and cannot be rejected 
or altered by the government or parliament. This is to 
ensure that electoral boundaries cannot be determined in 
the interests of the government or any political parties.
Stage one submissions opened on 16 December 2020 
and closed on 1 March 2021, with public hearings at the 
end of March. Stage two submissions opened 30 June 
2020 and closed on 30 July, and hearings will begin on  
16 August. The final boundaries will be released at the 
end of October.

Lawes, an experienced Olympic and 
international coach who came out 
of retirement when Scott moved to 
the UK. Lawes is also representing 
Australia and NSC in Tokyo.
Brendon’s pedigree emanates 
from an outstanding competitive 
swimming family. Dad Peter, 
previous NSC club captain, together with Mum Annisa 
(former 8km Australian Open Water Champion) were 
national representatives for Australian Surf Lifesaving 
more than 12 times. His sisters Nerice, Mikayla and 
Reidel are all Australian age champions and medallists. 
At times, Annisa had 26 sessions of training per week 
that she ‘taxied’ her kids to and from. For the last three 
years sister Mikayla, 2021 Australian University team 
representative, drove Brendon to training sessions as 
both are members of NSC’s high performance group. 
NSC’s other Olympian, Matt Temple, was Bronze 
medallist in the men’s 4x100m freestyle relay and bronze 
in the mixed 4x100m medley relay and fifth in the men’s 
100m butterfly and the men’s 4x100m medley relay. He 
holds the100 Fly Australian record. Having two swimmers 
representing Australia shows the tremendous training and 

team culture at NSC. (And Nunawading 
Little Athletics also had representatives in 
Tokyo (see article page 10).
The last year for any swimmer was hard, 
COVID stopped regular training, requiring 
work arounds for swimmers to maintain 
their ‘feel of the water’. During winter, 2020 
Brendon’s dad would top up their pool with 
hot water to ‘try and warm it up a little’ 

before home-based training. This was complemented 
with training in the icy Port Phillip Bay when lockdown 
restrictions lifted.
Lifesaving is an important part of the family’s life with all 
four siblings members of Half Moon Bay Surf Lifesaving 
Club. The club even printed 80 special edition T-shirts 
celebrating Brendon’s Olympic Team selection. Brendon 
also represents International Swimming League team, 
the New York Breakers. Competing for them last spring 
provided valuable international racing experience. 
He is sponsored by Australian swimwear company Funky 
Trunks and supported by LaTrobe University on their 
Elite Athletes program whilst he studies his Business 
Degree. His mum Annisa said “we are so proud of what 
he has achieved for himself and Australia”. As one of the 
younger members on the Australian Swimming Team it 
will be terrific to watch the next steps of this locally grown 
and talented athlete’s journey.

In a very unusual move, Boroondara Council has censured one of its councillors, Victor Franco, the motion passing nine for, one against, and one abstention. 
To see the full motion and debate go to https://tinyurl.com/4jyus7k7 commencing at about the 59 minute mark.
From the beginning, Eastsider News has made it clear that articles from Whitehorse and Boroondara Council and Councillors are welcome, and over the first 
year a number from both councils have been submitted and published. A reminder is sent before the deadline for each edition, and we hope that the Mayors 
and other Councillors, will submit articles for the next edition. 

STOP 
PRESS

The Journey of Brendon Smith
– from Learn to Swim to Olympic Medallist
– Kirsten Langford

Olympic 400m Bronze medallists  
– Brendon Smith 2020 and  
Rob Woodhouse 1984.

Significant changes to State electorate 
boundaries proposed

Reidel, Peter, Annisa and Nerice Smith, in the famous Half Moon 
Bay SLSC Brendon Smith T-shirts.

Reidel, Brendon and Mikayla Smith in Nuna T-shirts at 2021 
National Championships.

https://www.ebc.vic.gov.au/
https://tinyurl.com/4jyus7k7
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of spirit and care our Indigenous people have taken 
to protect and nurture country. Remind ourselves of 
the values that are reflected in the institutions we have 
established so we rebuild Australia as a well functioning, 
kind and generous society that works for all.
The pandemic has brought into focus significant 
weaknesses in our economy, society and government 
that go back much further. These include a growing 
gap in income and wealth distribution, a decline in the 
complexity of our economy as manufacturing gives way 
to extractive industries, a less generous attitude towards 
those who seek our help including refugees and the 
homeless, an increased disconnection of people from 
their local communities, and policy paralysis especially 
with respect to climate change. 
Governments exist to do those things that we as 
individuals cannot do alone, to make decisions that  
are in the best interests of the larger community. In a 
healthy democracy, politicians are accountable to the 
whole electorate, not just those who voted for them 
at election time. Good governance is decision making 
that is open to scrutiny, transparent and demonstrates 
integrity and probity. 

Credits and contacts
The informal group who initiated the idea which has evolved into Independent 
Community News Group Incorporated and Eastsider News were Michael Hassett, 
Allan Havelock, Joy Mettam, Anne Young, John Malvestuto, and Bill Chandler.  
From this small beginning, an evolving and increasing network of more than 60 
other people are taking an interest in being involved in its ongoing development. 
Others are welcome. The current compilers and editors are: Allan Havelock, Joy 
Mettam, Anne Young, John Malvestuto, Mike Daly, and Bill Chandler.
The primary contact point for Independent Community News Group 
Incorporated and Eastsider News is info@eastsidernews.org.au

Correction
Eastsider News apologises for not providing the full attribution to a 
photo with the page 3 article on electric biking by Paula Howell in 
the June edition. The Grace Petrou Photography image was from 
a photoshoot organised by Suzie Lambert, the owner of Sheesh 
Handmade www.sheesh.com.au Thank you Suzie.

Disclaimers
Eastsider News is a means by which people in Whitehorse, Boroondara and adjacent areas can share information 
and opinions. A spread of interests and views that reflects the diversity of people in the area is encouraged, 
but views expressed in Eastsider News by individual writers do not necessarily reflect the views of the Editors, 
Independent Community News Group Incorporated, or any other organisation.
Copyright © 2021. Copyright rests equally with the named authors and Independent Community News Group 
Incorporated. All rights are reserved but, consistent with the community spirit of the venture, a Commons approach 
to reproducing material is taken on the understanding that it is accompanied by an attribution which refers to both 
Eastsider News and the author, and a copy of the reproduction is sent to info@eastsidernews.org.au Responsibility 
for material related to elections is taken by named authors and Independent Community News Group Incorporated. 

Acknowledgement of Country
Independent Community News Group Incorporated 
acknowledges the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung people of 
the Kulin Nation, Traditional Owners and Custodians 
of the land and waters of the Eastsider News focus 
area, and pays respect to their Elders past, present, 
and emerging.

Since the beginning of 2020, Australia has undergone 
huge changes in the way we live and work as a 
consequence of the coronavirus pandemic. While many 
are hopeful that this is only temporary and that we can 
revert to the normality of previous times when the virus 
is put back into its box, it is becoming more and more 
apparent that this will not be possible. 
Rather than retreat into our individual cocoons and be sad 
or resentful, let’s embrace this change as an opportunity. 
Don’t let us be overwhelmed by the immensity of the 
challenges but see this as a time to harness human 
imagination and ingenuity to create a stronger, more equal 
society capable of solving big problems. 
Let us take the time to stop and think about what sort 
of country we want to live in, to recognise the growing 
inequality that threatens to divide our society and 
to acknowledge that our institutions are becoming 
increasingly less capable of solving the huge challenges 
that threaten our way of life. Recall the natural beauty 
and wonder of this country; be thankful for the generosity 

And yet, in these difficult times, we are regularly 
confronted with stories of government ineptitude or 
manipulation; decisions taken to favour sectional 
interests or designed to retain power to the detriment of 
those who lack influence; programs and policies that lack 
understanding of the problems ordinary people face or 
imagination as to how those different to themselves live. 
The rorting of Federal funding that accompanied the last 
election should be regarded as totally unacceptable at 
any time. 
The opportunities highlighted by the pandemic are 
enormous. They cannot be allowed to dissipate because 
politicians lacking courage or imagination refuse to take 
bold steps. In the policy vacuum that besets national 
politics in particular, it is up to each and every voter to 
demand more from their representatives. We need to 
remind our politicians that it was not the already wealthy 
company chief executive but the lowly paid worker 
often in insecure conditions that has contributed most 
to overcoming the difficult times of the pandemic. It was 
not our coal miners, but our world recognised scientists 
that provided the talent and expertise to beat this threat. 
We ask people everywhere to make their voices heard so 
that we can capture these opportunities and build a more 
equitable and harmonious Australia.

From the Editors
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There’s a weevil in my muffins,
He got in there by chance,
He jumped about in the packet of flour,
He was almost doing a dance!
At first I tried to catch him,
But he didn’t want to be caught,
So I tipped him in with the cup of flour,
And beat him up with a fork.

Putting smiles, friendship 
and hope on faces 
A very thankful community member  
has contributed this item.

People in Templestowe have had the privilege to view daily 'Happy 
Boards' in the Lockdowns and Circuit Breakers throughout 2020 
and 2021. There have been 382 quotes and drawings so far. 
They are found on Serpells Road near Church Road. The couple 
involved have without fail tirelessly spent time and effort to put 
smiles, friendship and hope on faces who have walked or driven 
past. Even the dogs have been catered for with water bowls and 
treats! Such Community spirit is encapsulated and demonstrated 
by them, and I feel it should be publicly recognised and awarded.

MEMBER 2021

Illustration by Marjory Gardner

There’s a weevil in my muffins,
I stirred and mixed him through,
I couldn’t even see him,
Amongst all the other goo!
The visitors were coming
They’d be here any minute,
I’d made my special muffin mix
With an added ingredient in it!!!!!!

When the muffins went into the oven,
I thought it best not to tell,
That along with the sugar and flour and milk,
A weevil was cooking as well.

Weevil Muffins 
– Corinne Fenton
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In a positive move, Boroondara Council created a Draft 
Climate Action Plan (see https://tinyurl.com/2knd2aw9) 
Don’t be concerned about the 36 pages, nine are 
taken up by graphics. It’s actually quite a good, quick 
read. Wanting to reward their effort, I completed the 
Draft Climate Action Plan Survey, and I would have 
recommended you also do so but it closed on 4 August.
As with many surveys, the ability to provide detailed 
feedback is limited. I therefore emailed boroondara@
boroondara.vic.gov.au with more detail on how to 
comprehensively address the climate crisis. Council’s 
response was positive, refreshing and encouraging. My 
feedback centred on five aspects:
1. Quantifying the problem
Declare a Climate Emergency. We cannot be expected 
to respond with the required urgency, without clearly 
understanding the seriousness of the situation. As 
we’re genuinely in danger of irreparably damaging our 
environment, climate and planet we must respond 
with great urgency. Akin to when a total fire-ban day is 
declared, a Climate Emergency declaration quantifies  
the situation, providing clarity and a basis for the 
decisions we make in order to comprehensively address 
the climate crisis.
2. Currency
With both technological change and the climate crisis 
impacts accelerating, we must also accelerate our 
response. Council’s draft plan suggests it be updated in 

five years, also requiring community check-in surveys. 
A very 20th Century approach, this won’t facilitate the 
required agility. Council should instead adopt a formal 
annual review of the global impact of climate change 
and the latest applicable technologies. Findings should 
drive the annual review and update of the Climate Action 
Plan. A community check-in survey isn’t required, as 
community aims remain unchanged to comprehensively 
address the climate crisis.
3. Fresh start
The draft Climate Action Plan lists Council’s previous 
achievements. These highlight how rapidly the goalposts 
can move, how agile we need to be, and how crucial 
an annual review and update of the Climate Action Plan 
is. Listing past achievements, even admirable ones, is 
akin to listing the reasons why we are where we are, 
and that we’re nowhere near achieving the community’s 
aim to comprehensively address the climate crisis. As 
residents, we urgently must change what we’re doing. 
We’re looking to the Council for guidance with this. 
Dwelling on past ‘achievements’ only highlights the need 
for change. This draft Climate Action Plan must represent 
a fresh start, obviously some good work has been done, 
but we still must extract ourselves from this mess and 
comprehensively address the climate crisis.
4. Further suggestions
Currently, forward-thinking European nations are banning 
natural gas connection to new premises and estates. 
Recently, entering Winchelsea, I was amazed to see a 

sign proudly proclaiming its brand-new connection to 
the natural gas network. Worth lauding just a few years 
ago, now definitely not so. Again, this highlights the need 
for agile decision making, rapidly adjusting the Climate 
Action Plan as the goalposts move. Some suggestions:
•	 Additional Council planning levies for planning 

applications for new premises, that DO involve 
connection of natural gas, and/or DO NOT involve 
installation of a solar PV system.

•	 For rates charges on existing premises, councils should 
adopt a Climate Emergency Levy, levying additional 
charges on premises WITHOUT a solar PV installation, 
and/or WITH a natural gas connection. Such levies 
incentivise the use of renewables over fossil fuels. They 
also increase council’s revenue, further funding its own 
move to renewables, and;

•	 No new service stations or their upgrades should be 
approved without the inclusion of renewable energy 
powered electric vehicle fast-charging facilities.

5. Reporting
The Boroondara Bulletin contains a page titled “Explaining 
how your rates are spent” (July 2021 edition, page 4), 
depicting what component of every $100 of Council 
revenue is allocated to 13 separate categories. Let’s add 
a 14th category, titled “Addressing the Climate Crisis “ 
represented by an earth symbol. This category should 
include all Council spending to comprehensively address 
the climate crisis. Remaining separate from existing 
Environment, Parks, and Health related categories, this 
shouldn’t be ‘padded’ by these for political purposes. 
All costs associated with the Boroondara draft Climate 
Action Plan should be allocated to this category. In fact, 
so should all future costs attributable to the many other 
specific, effective initiatives, to comprehensively address 
the climate crisis that we’re all expecting, anticipating, 
requiring, from our Boroondara council.

Box Hill clubs 
score sport grants 
Sports grants at the Federal level have been controversial and 
tainted, but local State MP Paul Hamer says more grassroots 
sports clubs in Box Hill are set to bolster their coaching 
skills, boost their administration expertise, or score new 
sports equipment thanks to the current round of the Victorian 
Government’s Sporting Club Grants Program. Paul Hamer, 
the Member for Box Hill, announced Blackburn Bowls Club, 
Box Hill Hawks Football Club, Box Hill Rugby Union Football 
Club, Surrey Park Swimming Club, Box Hill United Pythagoras 
Soccer Club, and Canterbury Football Club as the latest 
successful applicants in the Sporting Club Grants Program. 
The grants provide clubs with up to $1,000 for new uniforms 
and equipment, up to $5,000 for training coaches, officials 
and volunteers, up to $5,000 to improve club operational 
effectiveness, and up to $5,000 to help sports get back on 
their feet.
The Sporting Club Grants Program is part of the Victorian 
Government’s commitment to making sport more accessible 
and inclusive. 

Member for Box Hill, Paul Hamer MP announced 
that Fooks Martin Sandow Anson P/L (FMSA) 
would design works to be undertaken at Koonung 
Secondary College to deliver an indoor inclusive 
learning space, including upgraded environment 
and sensory space. The Victorian Budget 2021/22 
includes $10 million for the Inclusive Schools Fund 
to help make our schools more accessible and 
inclusive for young people with a disability and 
additional needs.
Inclusive education ensures that all students,– 
regardless of disabilities or other differences,– can 
fully participate, learn, develop, and succeed in 

Victorian government schools. Strengthening 
inclusive education for all students,– including 
those with disabilities and additional learning 
needs,– is fundamental to an equitable and 
excellent school system. Paul Hamer MP says 
“This new space will make a real difference to 
students at Koonung Secondary College, who 
will get the benefits of new inclusive spaces to 
cater for a wider range of options for teaching 
and learning. As we build the Education State, 
we’re continuing to invest in schools to ensure 
students of all abilities can access a great 
education – no matter their circumstances.”

A community power hub  
in our region
Healesville Community Renewable Energy (Healesville 
CoRE) with the support of other local climate and 
community energy groups including ECAM (Eastern 
Climate Action Melbourne), has been successful 

in obtaining grant funding from 
Sustainability Victoria to establish a 
Community Power Hub in our region. 
Healesville CoRE will establish and 
develop the Yarra Valley Community 
Power Hub (YV-CPHub). It will be 
made up of Healesville CoRE and 
seven other community energy groups: 
Yarra Glenergy (from Yarra Glen); 
Clean Energy Nillumbik from Kangaroo 
Ground; Upper Yarra Community 
Power from Warburton; Yarra Valley 
ECOSS from Wesburn; Dandenong 
Ranges Renewable Energy Association 
from Emerald; Bunyip Renewable 
Action Group; and Eastern Climate 
Action from the Whitehorse City 
Council area.

The Victorian Government has allocated $3.73 million to 
seven Community Power Hubs to work with their regions 
to develop community energy projects. Yarra Energy 
Foundation, based in Richmond, is the other metropolitan 
Community Power Hub. There are also hubs in Hume, 
Grampians, Loddon Mallee, Barwon South West and 
Gippsland regions. This program builds on the success 
of three Community Power Hub pilot programs initiated 

in 2017 which funded the implementation of solar arrays, 
bulk buy solar panels and solar streetlight installations 
in community facilities and households, substantially 
boosting Victoria’s renewable energy capacity and saving 
thousands of dollars in energy costs annually. The hubs 
have been funded to immediately deliver 16 solar energy 
projects by the end of the year, which will build energy 
resilience in response to extreme weather events like the 
devastating storm event in June.
The Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate 
Change Lily D’Ambrosio says “These community-owned 
and operated hubs will bring local renewable energy 
projects to life, drive investment in regional Victoria, 
create jobs and reduce energy bills.” Healesville CoRE 
President, Mr Jeff Barlow, says “The program, funded 
through Sustainability Victoria, will have a positive impact 
on our community, with the potential to support local 
businesses, create local employment and develop greater 
community support for renewable energy and other 
clean energy initiatives”. Mayor of Yarra Ranges Council, 
Cr Fiona McAllister commented “Healesville CoRE was 
formed only a few short years ago and with support from 
the council has gone from strength to strength: this is 
community action at its best”. ECAM (Eastern Climate 
Action Melbourne) is looking forward to being part of this 
exciting collaboration.

Community organisations like sporting clubs, kindergartens and men’s sheds can also now apply 
to Sustainability Victoria for grants of up to $50,000 to install renewable energy, improve energy 
efficiency and undertake energy audits. 
Closing date for applications is  
Friday 20 August 2021, 11:59 pm. 

New inclusive areas for Koonung students

For more information visit https://tinyurl.com/79thzsek

Comprehensively addressing 
the climate crisis
– Peter Bosland 

https://tinyurl.com/2knd2aw9
mailto:boroondara@boroondara.vic.gov.au
mailto:boroondara@boroondara.vic.gov.au
https://tinyurl.com/79thzsek
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Raise the seats
Did you know that our average height has increased by 
10cm in the past 100 years? We are also living much 
longer, so that there are many more aged folk about. In 
fact our life expectancy has increased from about 54 in 
1920 to 83 in 2020, an amazing increase of 29 years! Why 
all these figures? Public seating is the problem. Bench 
seating in particular has those with disabilities and the 
aged sitting heavily and struggling to regain their feet after 
sitting on park benches, at tram stops and rail stations.

The height of park bench seating is as low as 30cm, 
but tram and train seats are 43cm. Kitchen chairs also 
average about 43cm. Boroondara Council staff are 
looking into the situation. Council has set an economical 
precedent in raising some bench seating in Manningtree 
Road Hawthorn by simply inserting concrete blocks 
under current seats. If you are having this problem, or 
simply agree that change is necessary, write, e-mail or 
phone Council, Public Transport Victoria, Yarra Trams or 
contact your local MP. Together, we can raise the seats.
Ross Ollquist Hawthorn
Ross has already received a response from local MP 
John Kennedy as follows
“I have been advised by the office of Ben Carroll, Minister 
for Public Transport that the DSAPT (Disability Standards 
for Accessible Public Transport 2002) states that seats 
should be no lower than 400mm but up to 520mm. The 
Department of Transport’s (DoT) standard is to install all 
our bus stop shelter seats at 475mm, slightly above the 
middle of this requirement. This takes into account the 
recommendation to install shelters on the upper end of 
the scale to support the elderly and disabled. However, 
there are likely to be other seats on the nature strip 
(potentially even at bus stops), that are not DoT assets 
but instead council assets. DoT cannot confirm their 
heights. If there is a specific bench of concern to you, 
please advise and I will follow up with Minister Carroll’s 
office so they can seek some further details regarding 
ownership of that asset.”

How climate change 
makes me feel
I am a fairly optimistic person but like everyone, I have 
my moments. I must say though that as I grow older, 
like many I worry more and more about life on earth and 
the world my children and grandchildren will inherit. I 
feel sorrowful that previous generations, including mine, 
have plundered the planet so extensively, contributing 
to considerable loss of biodiversity and driving climate 
change to an increasingly dangerous level. I get angry 
when politicians are not scientifically literate and dismiss 
or belittle the evidence. As an ex-teacher, I empathise 
with school children who demonstrate in the streets 
calling on our politicians and corporations to do more. It’s 
their future. I know that they are not being “brainwashed 
by Marxists in classrooms” and deplore those who 
make such claims. In my youth, I learnt that participating 
actively in the peace movement and taking a public stand 
with others was good for my mental health. 
With this in mind, I have joined a local organisation 
organising community events about climate change, 
meeting with politicians and writing letters. While I haven’t 
yet electrified my home and don’t have solar panels 
or an EV, I have offset the emissions of my household 
and car and try to live frugally. While climate science is 
challenging, I found that reading Dr Karl’s Little Book of 
Climate Change was most helpful. For my grandchildren, 
the best book I have come across is Earth Matters, by 
Carole Wilkinson. It is a respectful and balanced book 
which talks straight and clearly. At the forthcoming 
election, I sincerely hope that our leaders can put 

party politics and the ‘climate wars’ aside and agree 
on an effective, bipartisan plan to quickly decarbonise 
the Australian economy. If they won’t, or don’t have 
that capacity, they should step down from office and 
handover to smarter and younger Australians who have a 
stake in the future, other than just making money.
Ray Peck, Hawthorn

Impressed reader of 
Eastsider News
Thanks to the team for this terrific community newspaper. 
I enjoy reading all the news that is put together for each 
edition, on a very broad range of topics. There really is 
something for everyone. It is informative and interesting, 
has a variety of personal stories and historical items, 
important items to read and consider, recipes, poetry, 
quizzes and jokes, lot of things to hold the reader’s 
attention. Many have commented since COVID how 
important community contact is. It’s great to hear what is 
happening across the Eastern suburbs. This community 
news is a terrific way of connecting people, raising 
important issues in the community, sharing stories and it 
is a great read. Looking forward to the next addition and 
appreciative of all the work that goes into the production 
of this news. 
Paula, Hawthorn East (full name supplied)

Dogfights and hygiene 
One idea l had was big dogs needing muzzles in the 
parks, as every dog fight l have seen has had a Staffy as 
one dog. There is a man with two American dogs, one on 
a lead one not on a lead. Great Danes drinking out of the 
top of the water fountains where people drink and not the 
dog bowl at the bottom: yuck!!
Kathy Donnelly

Level Crossing Removal 
Authority completely 
disregards local population
If you’d like to see an example of the Level Crossing 
Removal Authority completely disregarding the 
suggestions of the local population in their so called 
‘consultations’ you have only to look at Blackburn Station.
The problems with the new facilities are too numerous 
to list in full: the bike path running into the pedestrian 
entrance to the station, overlong ramps, underpass far too 
narrow, unnecessary steps and so on – not to mention the 
uninspiring, boring and rather ugly station entrances.
The idea of raising the ground level then needing to add 
unnecessary access steps resonates with the Surrey Hills 
crossing problems. The entrance from South Parade, 
Blackburn has been raised over a metre so instead of a 
fairly gentle slope down to the underpass which was the 
case in the old entrance, we now have steep, dangerous 
steps or a very, very long ramp. It’s such a shame to see 
what could be positive changes for the local communities 
being lost because of self-opinionated, deaf public 
servants who rig their ‘consultations’ in such a way that 
they can claim to have consulted when in fact they have 
totally ignored the careful, feasible suggestions which the 
community has made. It makes my blood boil to think 
about it – and they’re never held responsible for their 
poor decision making.
Wendy Gare, Blackburn

Clearways
To an enquiry by Ross Ollquist, the following response 
has been received from VicRoads. “ Thank you for 
contacting the Department of Transport (DoT), regarding 
your enquiry about introducing clearways on Power Road 
(sic), Denmark Street and Princess Street at Kew. Due 
to the nature of this matter the enquiry was referred to 
a specialist for investigation and response. I can now 
provide you with the following advice.
Although clearways are an effective way to increase 
the carrying capacity of key arterial routes, objections 
from local property and business owners – particularly 

regarding the limited availability of alternative parking – 
have prevented previous attempts to implement or alter 
clearway times. 
In addition to the above, creating or extending the 
operation hours of existing clearways on arterial roads, 
requires a substantial investigation and engagement 
program. This process includes the assessment of traffic 
volumes, road safety and the availability of alternative 
parking and will require extensive community feedback 
before consideration. An investigation of this scale, 
although unlikely to be considered in the short-term, may 
be considered for funding in a future program 
In context of the above, it is not considered to alter or 
implement new clearway parking restrictions on Power 
Road (sic), Denmark Street and Princess Street at Kew 
at this point in time. However, the DoT will continue to 
monitor the operation and safety of this section of road 
to determine the need for any improvements in the future. 
We appreciate you taking the time to raise your concerns, 
and I hope this information assists with your enquiry.

Train horn noise pollution
Don’t blame the drivers, it is what they are instructed 
to do, but the frequency and volume of train horns 
is driving many people crazy. It is not clear whether 
the trenching of the railway in Surrey Hills and Mont 
Albert will increase the noise (by reflection from the 
hard surface walls) or not. The LXRP does not seem 
to have done any modelling about this disturbing 
pollution, and the Environmental Protection Authority 
does not seem to be interested in the subject. 
Complaints usually result in a waffly answer about 
safety, but it is not clear why stopping trains are a 
problem or, given automatic doors why the horn has 
to be blasted every time the train leaves a station. 
Across a broader area, some local people have 
started a petition to have the matter addressed. You 
can see and sign the online e-petition No 294 (Reduce 
the noise pollution from train horns) before 15 August 
by going to www.parliament.vic.gov.au/council/
petitions/electronic-petitions 

Letters to the Editors

Are you wanting to avoid surgery
for your aching back, hip or

knee?
 
 

 
 

Shop 2, 346 
Belmore Rd Balwyn 
Ph 9857 8791

Have you noticed
yourself feeling 

unsteady on your 
feet?

Visit us today for all
your Physiotherapy,

Clinical Pilates &
Exercise Physiology

needs! 

'We see you as an individual!'

colabhealthgroup.com.au

As the readership of Eastsider News continues to grow, many locals now realise that they can 
express their views in letters to the Editors, with a higher probability of being published than those 
submitted to mainstream media. This page includes a plethora of contributions from a veritable 
pantheon of local writers. The Editors reserve the right to shorten or edit the letters for greater clarity.

http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/council/petitions/electronic-petitions
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/council/petitions/electronic-petitions
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With the level crossing removals at Mont Albert and 
Surrey Hills, there is a proposed new single station 
replacement. Concerned about accessibility at this 
station, a group of residents met to discuss how to 
achieve the best outcomes for a building that would be 
there for many years to come. The group included people 
with mobility problems, wheelchair users, carers and 
those with other disabilities. We also included families 
with prams in our discussion.
Using the limited plans available, it was quickly realised 
that accessibility at this new station would be worse than 
at either of the existing stations, even though Mont Albert 
Station was built some 130 years ago!
Currently, you can be dropped off directly either side of 
Mont Albert Station. However, the new drop off would 
be exposed all weather and over 80 metres from the 
entrance. Anyone dropped off at Surrey Hills would have 
to negotiate uphill ramps or steps, and include crossing 
a major bicycle path to reach that entrance. In the plan, 
there would be no allocated car parking spaces for 
people with disabilities at Mont Albert. Instead, they must 
drive further and compete for limited disabled spaces in 
the Surrey Hills car park. In turn this, the only carpark, will 
no longer be directly adjacent to the station. Whether you 
are able bodied or not, you will need to walk up ramps or 
use stairs to reach the station entrance.

Currently at Mont Albert you can walk directly onto the 
platform for a city bound train. In comparison, when you 
enter or leave the new station from either Surrey Hills 
or Mont Albert, you would need to navigate a series of 
stairs or take the single lift at that entrance down to the 
platform in the trench.
As one member of the group explained, the current plan 
will discourage her using this new station, as she has a 
son who uses a wheelchair and needs disabled parking 
adjacent to a station. Together with the lengthy uphill 
open ramps to the concourse, then the only lift at the 
entrance, train travel would be too difficult. The same 
applies for those with prams, and people of all ages with 
mobility problems.

The Government had a great opportunity to create a 
first class outcome for our community. Instead, it has 
resorted to providing the bare minimum. To help our 
group advocate for better outcomes for accessibility at 
the proposed new Surrey Hills station we encourage you 
and your friends to email the following people and/or 
comment on their Facebook page:
Local MPs, Paul Hamer paul.hamer@parliament.vic.gov.
au and Will Fowles will.fowles@parliament.vic.gov.au 
Member for Hawthorn, John Kennedy john.kennedy@
parliament.vic.gov.au 
Member for Kew, Tim Smith tim.smith@parliament.vic.
gov.au
Minister for Public Transport Infrastructure, Jacinta Allan 
Jacinta.allan@parliament.vic.gov.au 
Minister for Public Transport, Ben Carroll ben.carroll@
parliament.vic.gov.au 
Whitehorse Local Councillor, Amanda McNeill Amanda.
mcneill@whitehorse.vic.gov.au
Boroondara Local Councillor, Jane Addis jane.addis@
boroondara.vic.gov.au

How can a 130 year-old station be more 
accessible than a modern railway station?
– Elizabeth Meredith and Yvonne Bowyer
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Car porking is a wild card 
for Surrey Hills station
The Australian National Audit Office scathing report and 
mainstream media exposure of the Federal Government’s 
controversial and now discredited $660m program 
to pork barrel car parking near politically selected rail 

stations is a wild card for the 
current Surrey Hills station 

proposals. The program 
included funding for parking at 
Glenferrie, Camberwell, Surrey 

Hills, Ringwood, Heathmont, 
Heatherdale, and Croydon. 

The current LXRA plans for Surrey Hills do not include 
extra car parking and it is not clear as to whether the 
Federal money promised just before the 2019 Federal 
election is still available. 
David Harper QC, a former supreme court judge has 
labelled the Federal government’s $660 million car park 
fund “corruption” amid warnings that ministers may have 
breached laws that required them to spend taxpayer 
funds in an efficient and ethical way. And urban planning 
experts have warned a rollout of thousands of car 
spaces at suburban railway stations could end up doing 
nothing to solve congestion on local roads, saying better 
coordinated bus services and even offering Ubers to take 
people home is a better solution than the overpriced car 
parking structures.

The new Mentone railway station
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We all want to communicate better: avoid 
misunderstandings, grasp the real meaning of what 
is being communicated, and improve our work and 
personal relationships. Communication is a two-way 
process between a speaker and a listener. Very often, 
when we try to communicate with others, we say one 
thing, the other person hears something else. This results 
in misunderstanding, frustration and conflict, and causes 
problems at home, at school or in the workplace.
Recently in a Surrey Hills Toastmasters meeting, I learnt 
how to enhance my communication skills. Effective 
communication is not only about exchanging information. 
We also need to understand the emotion and intentions 
behind the information. We need to listen and gain the full 
meaning of what is being said. This makes the speaker 
feel heard and understood.
At times, I found that something may hinder effective 
communication. I may be stressed out, my emotion is out 
of control, or I lack focus or have inconsistent or negative 
body language. To become an effective communicator, 
there are some skills that we can learn. These skills 
can deepen our connections to others, build trust and 
respect. They can improve teamwork, problem solving, 
and our overall social and emotional well-being.

Be a good listener
Listening well is not just to understand the words or the 
information being communicated. It is also to understand 
the emotions the speaker is trying to convey. When the 
speaker feels heard and understood, this can help build a 
stronger, deeper connection with you.
•	 When listening, focus fully on the speaker, to pick up 

the non-verbal expressions in the conversation;

•	 Avoid interrupting or trying to redirect the conversation 
to your concerns;

•	 Show your interest in what is being said;
•	 Try to set aside your judgement;
•	 Provide feedback; and
•	 Hear the emotion behind the words.

Pay attention to non-verbal signals
Understanding and using non-verbal communication can 
help you connect with others, express what you really 
mean, navigate challenging situations, and build better 
relationships at home and at work.
You can enhance effective communication by using open 
body language – arms uncrossed, standing with an open 
stance, sitting on the edge of your seat, and maintaining 
eye contact with the person you’re talking to. 
You can also use body language to emphasise or 
enhance your verbal message – patting a friend on 
the back while complimenting him on his success, or 
pounding your fists to underline your message.

Communicate effectively by  
staying calm under pressure
•	 Use stalling tactics to give yourself time to think.  

Ask for a question to be repeated before you respond.
•	 Pause to collect your thoughts. Pausing can make you 

seem more in control than rushing your response.
•	 Make one point and provide an example or supporting 

information. If your response is too long or you waffle 
about a number of points, you risk losing the listener’s 
interest.

•	 Deliver your words clearly. In many cases, how you 
say something can be as important as what you say. 

Speak clearly, and make eye contact. Keep your body 
language relaxed and open.

•	 Wrap up with a summary and then stop. Summarize 
your response and then stop talking, even if it leaves a 
silence in the room. You don’t have to fill the silence by 
continuing to talk.

Be assertive
Assertive expression makes for clear communication 
and can help boost your self-esteem and decision-
making. Being assertive means expressing your thoughts, 
feelings, and needs in an open and honest way, while 
standing up for yourself and respecting others. It does 
not mean being hostile, aggressive, or demanding. To 
improve your assertiveness:
•	 Value yourself and your options. They are as important 

as anyone else’s.
•	 Know your needs and wants. Learn to express them 

without infringing on the rights of others.
•	 Express negative thoughts in a positive way. It’s okay to 

be angry, but you must remain respectful as well.
•	 Receive feedback positively. Accept compliments 

graciously, learn from your mistakes, ask for help when 
needed.

•	 Learn to say “no.” Know your limits and don’t let 
others take advantage of you. Look for alternatives so 
everyone feels good about the outcome.

In conclusion, effective communication is always about 
understanding the other person, not about winning 
an argument or forcing your opinions on others. You 
can learn more communication skills at Surrey Hills 
Toastmasters. We meet from 7pm-9pm on 1st and 3rd 
Thursday of the month at Balwyn Library, 336 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn.

For more information, contact Noel on 9723 1921  
or send an email to  
enquiries@surreyhillstoastmasters.com,  
or visit our website at  
http://surreyhillstoastmasters.com

Preparation:
Salt and pepper fish fillets and dust with a little 
cornflour

Cooking
1. Heat Olive Oil in the wok, when it begins to 

smoke add ginger slices and fish fillets.
 Fry over medium heat for 4 minutes on each 

side. Remove to a plate.
2. Drain off the oil, wipe out the wok and return 

about 1 tablespoon of oil to the wok. Add garlic, 
chilli pepper and spring onions and sizzle until 
there is a release of fragrance.

3. Stir in spicy sauce and simmer 1-2 minutes to 
release the flavours before returning the fish to 
braise for about 3-4 minutes, turning the fish 
over during the cooking.

4. Serve immediately garnished with spring onions 
and red capsicum shreds.

Ingredients:
600 grams white fish fillets such as Red Emperor, 
Rockling or Sea Perch
pinch salt/pepper
a dusting of cornflour
3 slices ginger
4 Tablespoons Olive Oil
2 cloves garlic – peeled and sliced
1 red chilli pepper – chopped
2 stalks spring onions – mainly white parts  
– cut into 5cm lengths

The Spicy Sauce – make up in a bowl

1 Tablespoon ground bean sauce*
1 Tablespoon sweet chilli sauce
2 Tablespoons Shaohsing rice wine*
1 Teaspoon sugar
2 Tablespoons ChinKiang vinegar*
4 Tablespoons chicken stock
* Available in Asian stores

Garnish:
Finely shredded red capsicum and spring onions

Chairman Mao’s 
Little Red Fish

Chairman Mao’s addiction to hot spicy foods during his Long March is well documented and I named this dish in 
his honour. I have a copy of his ‘Little Red Book’, and now I have his ‘Little Red Fish’ so my collection is complete. 
This is an easy way to cook fish and I cook this often as a homestyle dish for my family but it looks great as a 
special dish for entertaining as the flavours are quite distinctive.

Effective communications
– Florence Luk

?

Have a laugh
– Peter Peter

Solving the problem of COVID 
positive removalists 
The national cabinet is highly secretive, but a recent 
ruling by a Federal Court Judge has recently ruled that it 
is subject to Freedom of Information requests. We have 

not been able to confirm this item, although in the recent 
court ruling our resident humourists may soon be able to 
use the FoI as a fact checker.  In the meantime, we can 
only report a rumour, that there was a suggestion to move 
South Melbourne’s notorious Montague Street bridge, 
the low Surrey Hills Robinson Road bridge, and other 
low bridges to the border to deter removalists who don’t 
understand COVID travel restrictions, assuming they can 
read ‘low bridge clearance’ signs. Just wondering, we 
have been unable to confirm this rumour.

A group of grumpy old men were exchanging notes about their ailments. “My arm is so 
weak I can hardly hold this coffee cup”, one said. “My cataracts are so bad I can barely see 
to pour the coffee in the cup”, another said. “I can’t turn my head because of the arthritis in 
my neck”, a third said. “I guess that’s the price we pay for getting old”, the first man said. 
“Well it’s not all bad”, was the response. “We should be thankful that we can still drive!”

The small picture is 
sometimes more important 
than the big picture
Two friends, one university-trained, 
one a simple working-class girl, were 
camping in the Australian desert. After they got 
their tent set up, they fell sound asleep. A few 
hours later, the working-class girl sat up and said 
to her university-trained friend, “Look towards 
the sky what do you see? The university-trained 
friend replies, “I see millions of stars”. “What does 
that tell you?” the working-class girl asked. The 
university-trained friend ponders for a minute then 
says, “Astronomically speaking it tells me there 
are millions of galaxies. Time wise it appears to be 
approximately three  to four in the morning, and 
meteorologically it seems we will have a beautiful 
day tomorrow. “What does it tell you?”, asked 
the university-trained friend. Wondering about 
the benefits of a university training when you are 
camping out in the desert, the working-class girl 
politely responded, “That big red kangaroo we saw 
before we went to sleep, I think it bounded into 
our tent, pulled out all the pegs, and the wind has 
blown it away.”

Robinson Road bridge Surrey Hills  
unsafe for drivers, very unsafe for pedestrians

The notorious Montague Street Bridge,  
South Melbourne

about:blank
http://surreyhillstoastmasters.com
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Oh no. Packed bags at the front door. It can only mean 
one thing. They’re going on holidays and leaving me 
behind. But wait! What’s that peeking out of one bag? It’s 
my bed. Some tugging reveals my coat and lead. Yippeee, 
I’m going with them. Are we there yet? Are we there yet? 
Are we there yet? And just where exactly are we heading? 
Cape York? I can’t see a thing from the back seat.
However, my grumbles were heard and at last we had a 
‘piddle’, (oh, and coffee), stop in Euroa. Wow! Farmer’s 
markets are Snack Central – they even have stalls 
dedicated to dog treats – with samples. (Which reminds 
me, I forgot snacks and coffee in the last edition of my 
walk stories. Sorry.)

We stayed in a dog-friendly cabin at Beechworth’s Lake 
Sambell Caravan Park. Perfect. Lovely veranda for 
snoozing in the sun. Bit chilly overnight, however, which 
led to some ‘warmish’ discussion as to whose turn it was 
to rug up and take me out before bedtime. And there was 
a beautiful 3km walk round the lake, right on our doorstep. 
But the real walk I want to tell you about is Bennett’s 
Trail from Bright to Wandiligong. It’s an extension of 
the Murray-to-Mountains bike trail. A pretty walk along 
Morse’s Creek. Some great country smells and mostly 
leash-free. And ‘supposedly’ only 6kms each way.
Mum and I like to walk. 
Dad not so much. The 
lure was to arrive in time 
for lunch at the ‘Wandi’ 
pub, the only eating 
place in town. We’d 
been told they stopped 
serving lunch at two, and 
we were lost! Dad was 
getting a little stressed. 
And hungry! Mum strode 
into the middle of the 
road and flagged down 
a guy in a ute, asking him the whereabouts of the pub. 
“Thirsty love?” Seems we’d gone the long way round, still 
had a way to go, the clock was ticking down, and Dad 
was worried there was to be no lunch. We stepped up the 
pace. And made it. The day was saved. Great lunch in the 
outside garden. Snacks galore for me. 

With lots of helpful directions from the pub staff we 
made our way back through the gold diggings, to the 
correct track. Dad, with a full tum, was in his element. 
Information boards abounded. My two-leggeds seemed 
particularly moved by the stories of the Chinese miners 
displayed at the red Chinese swing bridge. 
As I dictate this to Mum, we are in another lockdown.  
Do remember to give your two-leggeds some love, as, 
while it means good 5km walks for us, I don’t think it’s 
quite so much fun for them. When you get the chance,  
I think you’d really enjoy this walk in the bush. 
Please say hello if you see me around. I’m black and 
silver with a red collar.
Max

My favourite walks 
– Maximillian von Schnauzer

Paw Notes for two-leggeds:
https://www.victoriashighcountry.com.
au/listing/bright-to-wandiligong-5-5km-

murray-to-mountains-rail-trail-bright/
https://www.caravanparkbeechworth.com.au/
https://www.thewandipub.com

6) If an overtaking cyclist has signalled with their bell or 
voice, as they actually go past you, another simple wave 
or a thank you goes down very well. I’ve noticed more 
walkers are giving me a “thankyou” as I overtake them.
7) Overtaking or passing cyclists can startle some 
normally docile dogs who occasionally lash out. So 
please make sure your fido walks on your left side 
to minimise this risk. This is, of course, the standard 
etiquette for dog trainers and puppy schools and, let’s 
face it, most dogs would prefer the myriad of smells on 
the left side of the trail anyway.

Assisting in any State

Government issues and proudly

serving the communities of

03 9841 5166RyanSmith.com.au

RyanSmith@parliament.vic.gov.au

Ryan Smith MP

Suggested etiquette 
for walkers
– Graeme Daniels

Just as there is some animosity between motorists and 
cyclists, there can also be some between walkers and 
cyclists on Melbourne’s wonderful shared trails,
particularly aimed at those self-entitled kamikaze cyclists. 
I am both a cyclist and a regular walker and I think it 
would be useful to suggest some useful etiquette for 
walkers to consider so they can better appreciate the 
cyclists’ point of view. Seven suggestions are:
1) It is important to always walk as far left as possible 
to avoid any confusion with cyclists and others such as 
joggers who want to overtake you.
2) If you need to move across to the right side, always 
look behind first to make sure there is no traffic about to 
overtake you.

3) While talking with friends, buried in 
your phone, or supervising kids, 

it’s easy to get engrossed in your 
immediate world to the point 
where you are less vigilant than 

you should be.
4) If you meet friends along the way and want 

to stop for a chat, please move carefully off the track. 
Cyclists can lose hard earned momentum when there  
is a group blocking the path.
5) Unfortunately, many riders don’t see a need to ring 
their bell or call out when overtaking walkers. But if a 
rider does ring their bell or advises verbally that they 
are about to overtake you, a simple wave of your right 
wrist signals to them that you have received their 
communication. Without that, cyclists are never quite 
sure whether the warning has been received, particularly 
with older people who may not hear the bike bell’s high 
pitched sound. This acknowledgment is all the more 
important nowadays, as so many walkers are using 
headphones.

They paved paradise?
Community groups reject latest Level 
Crossing Removal Project designs
– Greg Buchanan and Kirsten Langford

Despite constructive input from the SHPA and other 
groups since the announcement of the level crossing 
removals at Surrey Hills and Mont Albert, the State 
Government and LXRA (the government body 
responsible) is proposing to deliver a sub optimal solution 
driven by political expediency, penny-pinching and a 
sham consultative process.  As such the SHPA have been 
left with no choice but to withdraw our support for the 
one station solution and demand that the Government 
return to their election pledge to keep both stations.  

We all want the level crossings removed, but…
We owe it to future generations to either leave things in 
better shape, or at least no worse.  The SHPA team is 
fortunate to have engineers, architects, and town planners 
amongst us.  We have provided numerous detailed 
alternatives that address the key issues. This is a $0.5+ 
billion project that in its current form will create a divisive 
scar through Surrey Hills and Mont Albert.  We implore the 
State Government to listen and show some vision.  

Green space and public areas removed
The Surrey Hills Progress Association, Friends of 
Lorne Parade Reserve, and the Rail Corridor Residents 
Group are very disappointed that the Level Crossing 

Removal Authority and State Government Ministers have 
dismissed the serious concerns raised about what is 
being proposed, and have rejected practical suggestions 
for improving the project sufficiently to meet 21st century 
standards and reasonable community expectations.  The 
main excuse give is that the items are not in the project 
brief.  That raises the question: why not?  This is a unique 
project where one station is being deleted and one 
moved, quite unlike all other LXRA projects.
The LXRA released its latest plans in June.  This updated 
the original concept plan announced by Premier Daniel 
Andrews on 2 December 2020, proposing closure of 
existing railway stations at Mont Albert and Surrey Hills 
and building an invasive ‘superstation’ in residential 
streets and Lorne Parade Reserve.  This announcement 
shocked the community, as a 2018 election pledge 
was made to retain both stations and there was no 
consultation regarding this new decision.
The LXRA has refused to release technical engineering, 
planning and arboricultural reports supporting their plans.  
Futuristic artist impressions and a generalised concept 
plan form the basis of public consultation, but LXRA have 
not even produced a scale model that could achieve 
more credibility in communicating with local people 
just what is being thrust on them.  None of the material 
outcomes sought by community groups have been taken 
up in the latest plans.
The project scope never truly appreciated the unique 
challenges involved in closing two railway stations, 
repairing the damage of that action, and sensitively fitting 
a new station into a constrained residential setting.

https://www.victoriashighcountry.com.au/listing/bright-to-wandiligong-5-5km-murray-to-mountains-rail-trail-bright/
https://www.victoriashighcountry.com.au/listing/bright-to-wandiligong-5-5km-murray-to-mountains-rail-trail-bright/
https://www.victoriashighcountry.com.au/listing/bright-to-wandiligong-5-5km-murray-to-mountains-rail-trail-bright/
https://www.caravanparkbeechworth.com.au/
https://www.thewandipub.com
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The City of Boroondara has prepared a draft Climate 
Action Plan (CAP) that will guide its carbon emission 
reduction activities for the next 10 years. The plan was 
made available for consultation in late June with public 
comment able to be made up to 4 August. Council 
intends to approve the final plan at its meeting on 
Monday 27 September.
The plan contains some ambitious targets for carbon 
reduction. How these will be achieved is discussed in 
the plan with more detail to be contained in supporting 
implementation plans. These will be prepared every two 
years with annual reports on progress to be provided to 
the community. The first implementation plan is currently 
in development.
To give you a flavour of some of the issues associated 
with the CAP, below is the submission presented to 
Council by Lighter Footprints, a group concerned about 
the environment that is active in Boroondara. While 
submissions on the CAP are closed you can always call 
your Councillor to discuss this or any other matter you think 
relevant. Councillor phone and mobile phone numbers 
as well as email addresses are available on the City of 
Boroondara website https://www.boroondara.vic.gov.au/
The Lighter Footprints submission was as follows:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the City 
of Boroondara’s draft Climate Action Plan (CAP). This 
response is made by Lighter Footprints, a volunteer 
community organisation with a supporter base of over 
2,600 people, most of whom reside in Boroondara. We 
want to start by congratulating Council for the stand 
taken in the CAP, in particular the establishment of strong 
community emission reduction targets. Those targets 
represent a major step forward for all of us who live in 
Boroondara and achieving them will see our city make a 
significant and worthwhile contribution to the reduction 
of carbon emissions needed to address the climate 
crisis we face. Because we see the achievement of the 
community targets as being of such critical importance, 
the remainder of our response deals with that subject. 

Targets
The council has set three aspirational targets for 
Boroondara – a reduction in community emissions of 

Well, really there is no one who cannot be included in a 
game of bowls. They may be young and not so young, 
male and female, single, a couple, married or not. They 
may be healthy or not so healthy. They may live next door 
or travel some distance. They might also be working, at 
school, or at home wanting something positive to do.
They do in fact have similar goals. They will have one or 
more of these in mind when they join. They may want to 
have regular passive exercise outdoors (of course there 
is also indoor carpet bowls), to socialise with like minded 
people, to bowl competitively in a friendly environment, or 
just meet new friends.
An added benefit of belonging to a bowls club is that it is 
a great vehicle for promoting health and exercise as well 
as the friendships that one tends to make and, in a lot of 
cases, they are lifelong. There are people with ailments 
and some with physical handicaps that take up bowling 
and bowl well. A young lad with muscular dystrophy 
started bowling in his late teens. He is now in his mid 
to late 20s and proudly displays his many trophies as 
well as recounting his interstate and overseas trips. The 
introduction of the Bowling Arm has allowed many people 
to take up the sport and bowlers to prolong their bowling 
life, which otherwise would have been cut short due to 
their physical handicaps. 
Many people have migrated to these shores over the 
years and today find themselves as an integral part of a 
bowling club. One such fellow, Bob Magee, started life 
in difficult times being the eldest of seven siblings just 
before the Second World War in County Antrim, Northern 
Ireland. Those were the times of food and clothing 
coupons and rationing. Both his parents’ families saw 
service in WW1 and his father joined the RAF. Prior to 
the start of the war, his dad was in India and when he 
returned to Ireland, what did he bring with him to his No.1 
son, would you believe – an Aussie Rules football!

30% from 2020 levels by 2030, to be net carbon neutral 
by 2035 and then a 100% reduction in emissions by 
2040. Our comments concerning these targets are:
•	 The task of moving from a 30% reduction by 2030 

to net carbon neutrality in 2035 is substantial. While 
we welcome net carbon neutrality by 2035 we are 
concerned that too much of the heavy lifting is left to 
the five years from 2030 to 2035 and suggest that the 
2030 target should be strengthened. 

•	 We recommend that Boroondara establishes a 
system for accurately measuring emissions and CAP 
outcomes. The Snapshot tool, developed by Ironbark 
Sustainability, and used in the CAP to identify the 
sources and quantum of community emissions has 
significant limitations. It uses aggregated emissions 
results, often only available at a state level, and then 
allocates them down to Council level using a variety 
of metrics. As a consequence the results shown for a 
Council are blended outcomes not reflective of specific 
activity in a reported area. 

•	 We acknowledge that when a Council establishes 
targets for community emission reductions, they are 
of necessity aspirational as Council lacks the power, 
in many areas, to mandate community behaviour. 
However, we think that by labelling the target as 
aspirational Council risks sending the message that it 
is less than committed to achieving it. We suggest that 
the word aspirational be removed from the CAP but 
that the explanation of Council’s limitations be retained. 

Resources
Council has taken on a substantial challenge in setting 
ambitious but essential targets for community emission 
reductions. However, at present the resources allocated 
to the CAP in both the current year budget and forward 
estimates are not supportive of the targets, with far more 
expenditure being required to enable Council and the 
community to achieve the carbon reductions necessary. 
As with any organisation embarking on a new and 
significant long term business venture it will be necessary 
for Council to progressively scale up its community 
carbon reduction activities in a considered but substantial 
way. To continue the business analogy, in this case it is 

After the war, his dad was posted to various bases 
around the UK and schooling was difficult as Bob 
attended up to a dozen different schools and considered 
himself lucky to have had basic skills in the 3Rs. One of 
his mates in those early years was Sam Miller, who later 
achieved fame in the movie Ben Hur and others. His film 
name was Stephen Boyd.
Bob left school at 14 and worked in the tree felling and 
sawmill industry for five pounds a week and ‘find your 
own food’. Later he was conscripted into the Duke of 
Albany’s regiment, the Seaforth Highlanders. Romance 
then entered the scene in the form of Molly, his future 
wife. They could see their future was not in the UK and 
decided that they would get married and head to Oz. 
They were married in a 16th century church, St Margaret’s 
Church, Barming. 
Originally they were bound for Queensland, but were 
tempted to get off in Perth. They were subsequently 
advised that Melbourne would suit them better. They 
were bussed and housed in huts at the Exhibition 
Buildings, then transferred to Nissen huts at Holmesglen, 
and ultimately found accommodation in Oakleigh. As time 
progressed, they bought a block of land at Ferntree Gully, 
built a house and while all this was going on produced 
three children, Robert, Kim and Desiree. Bob has worked 
most of his time in the welfare community, in particular 
with youth. 

essential that Council gets ‘to market’ with haste. The 
climate can’t wait and urgency is critical. We understand 
that Council is seriously considering adding an extra $1m 
to the 2021/22 funds devoted to the CAP at its budget 
review in September. While welcome, more is required.
We believe Council has capacity within 2021/22 to devote 
more resources but if that does not occur it is essential 
that additional and significant funding is added in 
subsequent years. Without a step increase in resources it 
is our view that the CAP’s targets will not be met.

Actions
The CAP offers a high-level picture of the types of actions 
required to meet the targets set and is not sufficiently 
detailed to stand alone. The approach described in the 
CAP of setting two-year Implementation Plans and then 
reporting and reviewing performance annually provides 
the structure needed to enable Council to achieve their 
targets and is therefore strongly endorsed. Currently 
the first Implementation Plan is in development and we 
encourage Council to:
1. In Year 1, include high profile ‘off the shelf’ actions that 

have been implemented successfully elsewhere such 
as bulk buys, energy audits and community education 
programs. This will allow the plan to start with energy 
and enthusiasm at relatively low cost. 

2. Increase the staff available within Council to support 
this long term program

3. Closely examine the list of suggested actions that was 
provided by the Kooyong Climate Change Alliance 
delegation as it offers a comprehensive survey of 
pathways to zero community emissions 

4. Establish a community consultative group to assist 
Council in ensuring community engagement in all 
aspects of this change program

We also encourage Council to declare a Climate 
Emergency as an essential act of leadership that will 
signal to the community the urgency and importance of 
responding to the climate crisis we face.
We again want to congratulate Council on what we see 
as a major step forward for our city. We look forward to 
working with the City of Boroondara as this urgent and 
essential work is progressed.

LOCAL TRADIES
Don't miss out!

Small adverts are now  
available just $50

contact us at info@eastsidernews.org.au

0439 493 710
Scott Wainwright
Licensed Plumber & Gasfitter

.com.au

This is only one of the many stories that abound in 
bowling clubs. In Bob’s words: “I am happy to belong 
to the Heatherdale family for friendship and, of course, 
Wednesday social bowls and Saturday pennant games. 
COVID 19 ruined our 2020/21 seasons. Our membership 
was affected but now things are looking a lot better, 
however we need to recruit new members, socially and 
as bowlers. Can you help? Do you know anyone, who 
would like to be included in a caring friendly community, 
who enjoys good company, just like I was received, when 
I first joined the club. Give it some thought”. 
For more information Heatherdale Bowls Club  
www.hrbc.org.au or ring Elise on 0409 258645

What type of people  
join a bowls club? – Ken Follett

– Lynn Frankes and Mick Nolan, Co-Convenor of Lighter Footprints, and LF member Les Pradd

Boroondara 
Draft Climate Action Plan

https://www.boroondara.vic.gov.au/
http://www.hrbc.org.au
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Not enough time 
in your day to get 
things done?
– try these five productivity 
tips to maximise your output
– Jacinta Stiles McNena

We all have 168 hours in a week, 
and we each get to choose how we 
manage this precious resource of 
time. So, when the productive ‘vibe’ 
is absent, don’t stress, check out 
these tips, and you’ll be basking in 
the glow of accomplishment and 
pride in no time. 

1. Conquer procrastination: the experts tell us that 
everyone procrastinates and, it usually has little to do with 
laziness. In reality, we may put off tasks we find difficult 
or tedious, and fear of failing can also be paralysing. 
External conditions outside of our control can also impact 
us, like a global pandemic, which can be highly stressful 
and lead to low mood and motivation. It’s a good idea to 
reflect on what your triggers are when seeking solutions. 
Here are some tips to get you started:
1.  Prioritise Tasks. Try getting the unpleasant tasks out 
of the way first. Start small and impose deadlines, then 
reward yourself with the more significant and enjoyable 
projects. 
Meaning and Purpose: Remember why a task is essential 
to a business or personal goal you want to achieve, to 
create greater connection and motivation to complete it. 
Self-Compassion: Ditch the judgement and replace 
it with helpful self-talk like ‘I’m not the first person to 
procrastinate, and I can’t change what’s happened, but 
I can do things differently tomorrow’. Research shows 
self-compassion doesn’t invite excuses but increases our 
motivation to improve.
2.  Go with the Flow: It’s a state of mind when you 
become fully immersed in an activity. In this state, you 

are less likely to notice distractions. The best way to get 
into Flow is by working on activities that leverage your 
strengths and passions. For example, if you can work in a 
job you love and gives you meaning, you’ll find it easier to 
access productive states of Flow. 
3.  Manage your energy: Our energy levels fluctuate 
during the day. Notice your natural state and work with 
it to be more productive. If your energy peak is early 
morning, capitalise on it by scheduling tasks that require 
clarity and concentration. Be prepared to counteract 
the afternoon slump by taking a short walk, refuel with a 
healthy snack and top up your water consumption. Pay 
attention to the other daily rituals that will sustain energy, 
like quality sleep and regular exercise. 
4.  Make a work Best Friend: Having a trusted friend to 
share frustrations and challenges with helps us to find 
solutions and feel supported. A happier mindset allows 
us to focus on our goals and enjoy work more. 
5.  Take multiple short holidays: It’s a reset strategy that 
can be more beneficial than one long absence from work. 
Shorter, more frequent breaks give us something to look 
forward to, and even a three-day escape can quickly 
reduce stress. Snackable holidays are more accessible 
to plan and cheaper than an extended sojourn. You’ll be 
more likely to return to work refreshed, optimistic, and 
looking forward to your next exciting mini adventure. 
Jacinta Stiles McNena is a Business and Lifestyle 
Coach, and a community volunteer at Radio Station 
3WBC 94.1FM, where she is a Presenter on Big Life 
Conversation, a lifestyle and entertainment show, every 
Monday 4.00-6.00 pm. 
Live stream at www.3wbc.org.au 

Calling all 
green thumbs! 
– Callum McNaught

With a month to go until Spring, it is the perfect time to 
look at growing some of your own vegetables, herbs  
and fruit. For those with not enough space or not enough 
sun in their garden, community gardens offer not only 
growing space but others to learn from and share with  
– a gardening community. With more than 100 
community gardens across Greater Melbourne, there 
has never been a better time to join up, even if there 
is a waiting list. There is another type of community 
gardening that is not so well known in the Eastern 
Suburbs. Food forests are open areas set aside for 
communal growing; unlike a community garden, there 
are no individual plots for planting. 
A stone’s throw away from the Ashburton Community 
Garden is the Winton Road Food Forest in Ashburton. 
Petra Kahle is behind this venture and she wants to make 
the difference between food forests and community 
gardens clear: “It’s quite different for two reasons, one it’s 
open and there’s no gate as it is part of the park, and it’s 
run communally rather than people having a plot. It is a 
collection of trees and herbs and some veggies as well; 
we call it forest to distinguish it from the other community 
gardens”. The Winton Road Food Forest was founded 
almost a decade ago and in the years since has seen a 
steady group of helpers growing a diverse range of plants.
“There’s two of us on Thursday, and then on Saturday, we 
have about four or five people come. And some of them 
have been coming for years as well because we started in 
2012, some people come and go while others stay, Petra 
says her goal is to educate locals about the possibilities 
that food forests offer them, such as growing their plants 
and learning about the advantages of permaculture. 
“People who come and want to learn about gardening in 
general can also do multiple things. I want to give a talk 
on weeding because we have a lot of ground covered so 
you learn about native plants and where they are useful in 
the garden and certain insects.” Petra says. 

As with many other community garden projects, the 
food forest working bees have been disrupted by several 
lockdowns due to the pandemic. Despite the lockdowns, 
Petra wants people to know the food forest still relies on 
community help, and that there are other similar forest plots 
throughout the eastern suburbs with plenty of room to grow.
“There’s one in Chadstone and one in Ashwood 
Secondary College and it’s a new way of growing food.” 
To get a sense of the potential of the space, Petra would 
like others to know about the plot by coming and visiting 
it. “I would like to invite people to come and have a nibble 
on this, that and the other. It’s not a big farm where you 
can go and get kilos out of it, it’s almost just a taster 
plot.” Petra adds. 
In addition to educating locals, Petra’s goal is to remind 
people that the permaculture movement is not just about 
gardening, but that it plays a crucial role in supporting 
sustainable communities. Petra says: “I think permaculture 
is a design system rather than a gardening system. 
Growing food in your own garden you save a lot of energy, 
and you don’t use plastics and have to wrap and transport 
it. So, you’re reducing a lot of your energy and material 
wastage by growing your own food that’s why growing 
food is permaculture, but it is not just about gardening.”.
This makes it even more important to join a community 
food forest where you can learn how to grow your own 

food garden and lower your energy and material waste 
at the same time. What if you do not have enough space 
to grow food at home? Petra believes that more food 
forests should be planted in Boroondara and Whitehorse 
so that more people can participate in community-led 
gardening initiatives.
“It would be really good if we had more of these spaces, 
like one a block because we’re growing big trees and 
people in their smaller and smaller places can’t really 
grow them anymore. Such trees take a bit of time to 
place, and people don’t even have space for a lemon 
tree! But they can come down here and help,” Petra says. 
Should you be waiting for a plot to become available 
in your community garden, why not consider possibly 
caring for a food forest near you? It is also possible to 
ask the local councils to provide more opportunities for 
community gardening.
If you would like to get involved with the Winton 
Road Food Forest, send your emails to Petra at 
foodforestashy@gmail.com. You can find which 
community gardens are closest to you by visiting 
https://www.communitygarden.org.au/ or contacting  
your local council. Happy Gardening! 

Callum McNaught is a Politics and Journalism student 
at Deakin University

A working bee at the Ashburton Food Forest (source: Facebook)

http://www.3wbc.org.au
mailto:foodforestashy@gmail.com
https://www.communitygarden.org.au/
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Neighbourhood Houses have always been about helping 
the community, and we’d like to bring to everyone’s 
attention something that might help in these financially 
challenging times. The Victorian Government has created 
a Power Bonus Scheme whereby eligible residents can 
get $250 off their electricity bill, and all you need to do 
is apply online. However, if you have just read the words 
“apply online” and shuddered at the prospect, you need 
not fear, we’ve got your back!. Simply drop by your 
participating local neighbourhood house (see details 
below) and we can help you every step of the way. This is 
particularly useful for people who don’t have access to, 
or are uncomfortable using technology, so please spread 

Desperate, I waved for the drivers to stop and amazingly, 
they did. That smart mother duck noticed, and the little 
family crossed safely on their way to their new home. 
Phew! 
My previous home was amongst the bush and gum trees 
of Eltham, but when Black Saturday’s deadly wildfires 
happened in 2009 my younger GP son lost everything 
and came to live temporarily with me. Having survived 
such a terrible experience, he advised me and my 
beloved German Shepherd dog to find somewhere safer 
to live, and so I decided to move here where wildfires 
are very unlikely. We are fairly close to Wattle Park, that 
wonderfully large area of bush in suburbia, so I can 
always visit there for some bush nostalgia. 
The security, friendliness, and helpfulness of Fountain 
Court are special. There are at least over twenty types 
of activities in which residents can take part. They range 
from scrabble, bridge, the resident’s committee, local 

the word, Plus, while you’re there you can check out the 
wide range of courses and programs on offer – it’s a great 
way to learn something new, have some fun, and make 
new friends.
To be eligible, you must meet the following requirements:
•	 Be a Victorian residential energy consumer (ie have a 

residential electricity account);
•	 Be receiving payments under one of the following: 

Centrelink Pensioner Concession, JobSeeker, Youth 
Allowance, Austudy or Abstudy, Department of 
Veterans Affairs Pensioner Concession; or

•	 Hold a Department of Veterans Affairs Gold Card.

For more information, visit or contact:
Avenue Neighbourhood House @ Eley 9808 2000
Bennettswood Neighbourhood House 9888 0234
Box Hill South Neighbourhood House 9898 8270
Burwood Neighbourhood House 9808 6292
Clota Cottage Neighbourhood House 9899 0062
Kerrimuir Neighbourhood House 9899 7660
Koonung Cottage Community House 9878 6632
Louise Multicultural Community Centre 9285 4850
Mitcham Community House 9873 4587
Vermont South Learning Centre 9803 2335

and longer bus trips, lunches and dinners, and a singing 
group and a movie club to sports such as bowls, croquet, 
billiards and ping pong. Several exercise classes include 
a physio-led one in which we have learned basic boxing 
moves, just as exercise of course and not as needed for 
protection. At my and friends’ suggestion, the sensibly 
progressive management also screened two climate-
related documentaries, David Attenborough’s A Life on 
Our Planet and Damon Gameau’s 2040. 
During last year’s long lockdown, our manager and 
her assistant excelled in organizing additional suitable 
activities. One was outdoor line dancing which was 
enormous fun and continued until the weather became 
too cold and wet. We even had a visit from an outdoor 
opera singer. They also invited each of us to write a short 
version of our life and these were duly printed in the 
weekly or monthly newsletters. 
My only complaint is the high fee, approximately 30% 
taken by the owners Aveo from the unit’s sale when a 
resident departs. I am not an accountant and I don’t 
know if that’s a fair or unfair rate of profit. However, my 
GP wisely advised me to live for as long as possible and 
really make Aveo wait for their money! The quarterly fee 
we each pay seems fair as it includes building insurance 
and various maintenance services. I am an owner of my 
unit but now there is the option of being a leaseholder.
Our manager Amanda is totally special! I am sure 
everyone loves her. When I told her that I was writing this, 
I asked if she wanted to check it, she replied that she 
likes my writing and it will be OK! In any case, I hope and 
presume she’ll read it in her copy of Eastsider News.

Little Athletics Nunawading
Little Athletics Nunawading is preparing for the start of the 2021/22 
season on Saturday, 2 October 2021 and invites new athletes to 
come and experience the fun of track and field competition this 
summer. This includes running, jumping and throwing events such  
as sprints, hurdles, long jump, high jump, shot put and discus.
Little Athletics Nunawading has a new, enthusiastic committee 
that is aiming to build on the great work of previous committees 
in promoting a fantastic sport within the eastern suburbs of 
Melbourne. Track and field is a great sport for children of all ages 
to participate in and build fitness over the summer months. Little 
Athletics Nunawading is based at the Bill Sewart Athletics Track, 
East Burwood. It is a synthetic track, similar to the track that Olympic 
athletes compete on.
Competition is held on a Saturday morning from 8:45am till 11:30am between October 
and March, with some Friday twilight meets. There is a 15 minute warm up before 
competition starts. Age groups range from Under 6 up to Under 16 for both boys and 
girls. Each age group competes in at least four events each day. There are experienced 
coaches on hand to support and teach the athletes so that the boys and girls receive 
proper instruction on how to perform in each event. Throughout the year, athletes 
from under 9 and above get the opportunity to compete at both region and state level 
competitions as an individual and in relays.
Little Athletics Nunawading works hard to promote a welcoming environment with 
family, fun, and friendship the highest priorities, and with all individual performances 
celebrated. Personal bests are recognised as well as centre records. As with most 
community based sports, its success relies on the active participation of parents 
to assist in the successful running of event days. There is plenty of guidance and 
instruction from friendly faces on how to help out. We celebrated the performance of 
three ex-little athletes competing in the Tokyo Olympics, a major achievement in them 
just getting to Tokyo:
•	 Hana Basic competed in the 100 metres sprint.
•	 Brooke Stratton competed in the long jump.
•	 Anabelle Smith competed in the diving.
Little Athletics Nunawading was also proud to see that former little athlete, Connor 
Downie, was drafted to Hawthorn Football Club in the AFL in 2020. Connor used  
little athletics as a way of improving his fitness over summer while playing football 
during winter.

All new athletes are eligible for a free two week trial. There will be two 
open days to kick off the new season on Saturdays 4 September and 
11 September, with the season proper commencing on 2 October. 
We hope to see many new faces in the new season, as well as all 
returning athletes and look forward to a great year of competition. 
For more information, email secretary@lan.asn.au or visit the centre 
website at www.littleathleticsnunawading.com

My Retirement  
Village Home 
in Burwood
– Barb Fraser

I love living in Aveo Fountain Court Retirement Village, 
Burwood! I hope readers will find it interesting to know 
my reasons why. The village consists of 128 attractive, 
single-story units, arranged in 12 courts beside the 
main drive which winds past the units, the community 
centre, and the high-care residence for a small number 
of apartment renters. Built in the 1990s, it is now about 
30 years old, its founder, Zig Inge, evidently said it was 
his favourite village. Perhaps his reasons included its 
beautiful gardens with masses of flowers and large 
deciduous trees, and also its peaceful quietness. Some 
of the units have solar panels, and I understand that over 
coming years each unit will be modernized and changed 
from gas to electricity. 
The outstanding feature here is the three-tiered 
fountain for which the place is named. It was moved 
from Christopher Skase’s Grand Mirage Resort in Port 
Douglas. The many birds in our gardens drink and bathe 
in the water. In some winters a pair of native wood ducks 
enjoy it. One year recently a pair built a nest nearby and 
raised six babies. When they hatched the mother knew 
she had to walk them to nearby Gardiners Creek, but first 
they had to cross busy Station Street. Luckily, I found 
them huddled in the gutter, waiting for their chance. 

SAVE $250 OFF your electricity bill by visiting a Neighbourhood House
– Tiri Pestrivas

Anabel Smit Brooke Stratton Hana Basic

mailto:secretary@lan.asn.au
http://www.littleathleticsnunawading.com
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David Williamson’s 
1971 play Don’s 
Party caricatured the 
1969 election night 
scene in the Victorian 
electorate of Holt with 
a plot descending into 

a raunchy ‘sixties’ farce. Eastsider News reader Neil 
Wilkinson was the ALP candidate for Holt in real life. This 
is his story. 
Don’s Party: This shot is from 1976 film Don’s Party 
directed by Bruce Beresford. David Williamson’s play and 
the film were set on the 1969 election night although the 
film deviates significantly from the 1971 stage play.

In March 1960 Neil had never met Gough Whitlam. 
Married that January, Neil and his young wife hopped 
onto the last off-season P&O liner and reached UK after a 
few weeks stop over in a newly independent and troubled 
Sri Lanka. After teaching in England to earn some money, 
they spent time with the progressive Christian community 
at Iona, a small island off the western Scottish coast a 
centre of Gaelic monasticism for three centuries. They 
then travelled through Europe by motor scooter for 
residential study at the World Council of Churches Centre 
in Switzerland. Neil was a keen politics and ecumenical 
theology student with no thought of standing for 

August is National 
Family History Month
– no better time to delve 
into your ancestry!
Have you ever watched an episode of Who Do You Think 
You Are? and wondered about your own ancestors: their 
names, where they lived, when they came to Australia? 
Is it as easy as it looks on TV, with experts handing over 
documents and photos to celebrities? Yes, and no.
Looking into your family history may seem a bit daunting, 
but it truly becomes a passion and labour of love. And, 
yes, we family historians do become a bit obsessed, but 
there is great satisfaction when a piece of the puzzle is 
solved. Your detective skills and powers of deduction will 
be constantly challenged.
Did you know that a local group called Family History 
Connections provides a wealth of riches for you to search 
for your family history? The Resource Centre is hidden 
away on the corner of Railway Road and Queen Street in 
Blackburn, opposite the railway station, and there you’ll 
find a wonderful collection of family history resources. 
The collection includes over 13,600 books, 3,300 CDs 
on the computer network, around 60 maps, as well 
as microfiche and films and friendly people with years 
of experience. The network of computers also offers 
free access to major genealogical databases, such as 
Ancestry, Findmypast, Roots Ireland, and MyHeritage.
There are many benefits to becoming a member of 
FHC: free Starting Out Classes (also available to non-
members); a research service; interest groups; seminars 
online and face to face; a quarterly magazine; and a 
monthly e-newsletter. Many of the resources are available 
for members to access from home, including MyHeritage. 
You can visit for a daily fee, but why not join?

parliament. However he saw politics as an important part 
of the Christian responsibility to work for a fairer, more 
compassionate world.
Neil says: “I was attracted to these two communities 
because they were grappling with real-world problems. 
The Iona group worked with disadvantaged folk from the 
poor ship-building communities of Glasgow. We students 
at the Ecumenical Centre near Geneva were ministers of 
religion from many countries that reflected some acute 
religious and political conflicts. For example, I recall that 
two South Africans – one white Afrikaner, one black tribal 
chief – had to learn to live and study together despite 
their apartheid backgrounds. I was fortunate to be one of 
a very few Australians who had ever participated in that 
international bridge-building project.” 
Back in Australia, Sydney barrister Gough Whitlam, 
dominated Federal Parliament as the Labor member for 
Werriwa. Gough belied the traditional image of a Labor 
MP. Yet by 1967 he was elected Opposition Leader, 
persuading ‘comrades’ that old political attitudes and 
feuds must be set aside to enable Australia to face the 
many issues of a changing world. His electoral popularity 
grew while the Liberals, post-Menzies, appeared to be led 
by a series of ageing Liberal ‘has-beens’ playing musical 
chairs with the Prime Ministership. 
Wilkinson had grown up in Gippsland then moved to 
Queens College and Melbourne University to train for 
the Methodist ministry. His first appointment was to a 
Mallee parish, then he accepted a ministry in the low 
socio-economic, industrial area of Doveton. There he 
worked in an ecumenical team, Anglican, Methodist and 
Presbyterians, to assist local people in relating effectively 
with various government bodies such as the Housing 
Commission, the Psychiatric and General Hospital 
services in Dandenong, local schools and other State and 
Local Government services. 
He joined the small ALP branch in Doveton, but his 
work built links with church and community members 
in the larger Dandenong area. Concerned by the dismal 
declining state of Australian politics, Neil missed no 
opportunity to prod intending Labor voters to join 
the ALP to promote urgently needed change under 

information are 
already at your 
fingertips – think 
of diaries, letters, 
family Bibles, 
wills, birthday 
books and 
photos. Add 
census records, shipping lists, 
cemetery records, land records, military service records, 
newspapers accessed via the TROVE website. You may 
even find you have a convict ancestor!
Remember not everything you want to discover about 
your ancestors can be found on the internet and Family 
History Connections has much you will not find anywhere 
else. The value of spending time with like-minded, helpful 
people is not to be dismissed.
August happens to be National Family History Month – 
what better time to become involved in Family History! 
You will be warmly welcomed when you visit our 
Resource Centre.

Family History Connections – tracing ancestors in 
Australia and beyond, 1/41 Railway Road Blackburn, 
Phone 9877 3789,  
email: info@familyhistoryconnections.org.au  
www.familyhistoryconnections.org.au

Whitlam’s policy agenda. To help stimulate community 
understanding and involvement he and his ecumenical 
team edited and distributed a monthly community 
newspaper – a bit like Eastsider News.
One evening, after Neil had moved to a new parish at 
Nunawading, he was greeted at the manse door by 
familiar faces from the Dandenong area. Safely inside, 
the group explained that as recent ALP members, they 
needed his help. He had urged them to join the Party. 
When applications were called for pre-selection for 
the Federal seat of Holt there was no suitably qualified 
applicant who had served the requisite two years of 
membership. The visitors said: “Neil, you got us into this 
Party mess, the least you can do now is throw your hat 
into the ring.” 
On Neil’s pre-selection, the reaction in his church was 
a mixture of outrage and understanding. ALP HQ was 
riven with left-wing cronyism but had waved him through 
because they considered Holt unwinnable. The 1955 
bitter split between the ALP and Santamaria-led DLP left 
many scars in the Dandenong area. Most local Catholic 
clergy and influential laity were still active for the DLP. 
Gough opened the Victorian Campaign in the Dandenong 
Town Hall with Neil as a speaker. An anti-Vietnam 
hand-out was the sole help from HQ, but he linked with 
other Labor candidates in the region to produce posters 
and letterboxing material. With his encouragement, 
the Dandenong Journal placed favourable articles 
prominently. His Holt electorate shot up the media charts 
to become Victoria’s hottest new ‘litmus test’ seat. 
On election night, excitement grew at ALP Campaign 
HQ as first preference votes swung strongly to the ALP 
(Labor 22,749; Liberal 21,313; DLP 6,244) but later 
the DLP preferences sealed his fate with a two-party-
preferred Liberal 26,938 to Labor’s 23,368.
Three years later, the It’s Time campaign swept Gough 
to power, changing Australia. Labor’s Max Oldmeadow 
prevailed in Holt. Whitlam’s legacy includes creation 
of a universal health scheme (precursor of Medicare); 
withdrawal from Vietnam; free tertiary education; no-fault 
divorce; embrace of China; and many more reforms. But 
an up-and-coming Malcom Fraser blocked supply, the 
Governor General sacked PM Whitlam, and Labor found 
itself back on the Opposition benches. 
Bob Hawke and Paul Keating revived the ALP charisma 
but today Labor must hone its marketing skills if it is 
to persuade the electorate of its superior policies on 
pandemic management and climate action. Don’s Party 
has faded into cultural history, but politics today is no 
laughing matter.

Daring to travel new paths
– Neil Wilkinson’s political and 
ecumenical travels 
– Malcolm Cameron

Neil Wilkinson today

Family History Connections is a non-profit organization 
with one paid staff member and over 120 volunteers who 
ensure its smooth functioning as an important resource 
for family history research. Members can volunteer 
for Council, Library Assistance, Interest Groups, IT, 
Research, publications, and Indexing. One of our most 
valuable resources are our friendly, knowledgeable 
volunteer Library Assistants who are available to help 
everyone who visits. The key is you are the starting 
point: work backwards using what you know, verifying 
your findings with primary sources such as certificates, 
government records and newspapers. Many sources of 

mailto:info@familyhistoryconnections.org.au
http://www.familyhistoryconnections.org.au
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Since 2019, the Satellite Rotary Club of Box Hill Central 
has regularly supported the work of an Australian based 
registered charity, Orphfund, which empowers children 
though education and opportunity. Founder, Steve 
Argent, originally of the UK and now living in Castlemaine, 
has partnered with communities in Uganda, Kenya, Sierra 
Leone, Cambodia, and Tibet to create Children’s Villages. 
These are run by local qualified social workers along with 
‘Home Mothers’ who, having lost children/families of their 
own, create family through their work. The Villages offer 
vulnerable children housing, education and training, water 
and sanitation, nutrition and care. They also act as sites 
for the development of farms, gardens, bread ovens and 
other income generating projects that take steps toward 
the long term goal of self-sustainability. 
Brought to the attention of the Satellite Club by one of 
our members, Jo Whiffin; our President Annie Balla, 
has encouraged support for the charity which has been 
extremely impressive in its achievements as a 100% 
volunteer organisation. In the past year, some of the 
first children supported by Orphfund have completed 
university qualifications.
Orphfund was re-launched in April 2021 in Castlemaine 
as I am Someone, a name that speaks more directly 
to the hope of the organisation that children and 
communities will experience a future where they can be 
anything they aspire to be. In the words of the founder 
Steve, “…each child out there has a dream that we hope 
to realise.”

Heading in the 
right direction
– Chris Truman

Whitehorse City has found a new 
appetite for trying to encourage safer 
cycling in the city. Easy Ride Routes 
are here. But what’s an Easy Ride 
Route? It’s a road-marked route 
through quieter streets with these 
symbols.
Sharrows encourage bike riders to 
move to the centre of a traffic lane 

and ‘claim the lane’ in locations where the road narrows 
due to a traffic treatment like a roundabout or traffic 
island so that the bike rider is not squeezed off the road. 
The bicycle symbol with a left or right arrow, indicates 
that the Easy Ride Route has a turn ahead as indicated 
by the arrow. A bicycle symbol without any arrows is 
to remind drivers to watch out for bike riders along this 
section of road. They are placed near the centre of the 
road so that they are not covered by a parked car, or 
mistaken for an exclusive-use bike lane.

Here’s how Easy Ride Routes came about
The Whitehorse 2016 Bicycle Strategy aims to deliver by 
2026 an approximately. 30% increase in the number of 
work trips made by bicycle, especially those made totally 
within the city. It wants to more than double the number 
of female cyclists, and to increase the number of short 
distance trips (1km-5km) by 7.5%. These are modest aims. 
The other aim is to reduce the number of cyclists killed or 
injured on Whitehorse roads by 15% by 2026. Victoria’s 
Towards Zero 2016-2020 Road Safety Strategy wants to 
achieve a 20% reduction in deaths and 15% reduction 
in serious injuries by 2020. So, this Whitehorse target is 
again extremely modest. 
The Whitehorse strategy recommends the development 
of a low stress network to attract the 60% of people who 
say they are interested in riding but are concerned about 
safety. Research says that the top three ‘wants’ this 

group have are more off-road shared paths; safer ways 
for cyclists to cross arterial roads; and safe linkages to 
shopping and other major precincts. 
The strategy proposed the development of a low stress 
network of local street areas where people will feel safer 
riding, and to connect these using safe crossing points 
at main roads. Action 2 of the strategy was to identify 
low stress ‘Easy Ride’ routes throughout the city in a grid 
like manner to create a network. Action 4 was to identify 
the key arterial road crossing points and barriers. These 
Actions were to be done in the first three years. 
Action 3 of the Strategy was to implement the identified 
routes during the next four to seven years, and 
Action 5 was to advocate to the State government for 
improvements to the identified key arterial road crossing 

In August, I am Someone will celebrate its Melbourne 
Launch. Opening Friday 20 August 7 -9 pm at 345 Art 
Creative Gallery in Mont Albert, the launch will involve 
an exhibition and sale of framed photographs taken by 
Steve during his travels to support the establishment 
and work of the villages. Sales of these and his street 
art photography are the substantial basis for the 
organisation’s fundraising at various markets around 
Victoria including Rose Street Artists Market in Fitzroy 
and Heide Museum of Modern Art Makers Market  
in Bulleen.
The Opening night is a ticketed event: https://www.
trybooking.com/BSRHP Meet Steve Argent, the founder 
of Orphfund and now launching as I am Someone. 
Framed photographs on exhibition and sale. Food will 
be provided as part of the entry ticket and drinks will 
be available at bar prices. All funds raised to go to I am 
Someone. $20 per person (Children under 12 free). With 
generous sponsorship of 345 Art Creative, the exhibition 
will be open to the community and those who support 
the charity for the week Monday 23 to Friday 27 August 
10am – 4pm. Our closing event on Sunday 29 August 
from 2-4pm will be an opportunity to meet the founder 
and artist, Steve Argent. Sold artworks can also be 
collected during this time. Entry by Gold coin donation. 
More details about I am Someone at www.iamsomeone.
org.au https://www.facebook.com/iamsomeone.org 
Exhibition curated and proudly hosted by the Satellite 
Rotary Club of Box Hill Central. This will be a Covid 
Safe event. QR code available and numbers limited to 
match relevant requirements. Rescheduled or refunded 
ticketing available in the event of changed restrictions.

I am Someone

Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM)
Frank Peter Alford, Adele Marion Allen, Deirdre Patrice Browne, Peter Charles De Rauch,  

Susan Joy Fraser, Elizabeth Ann Gosper, Russell Martin Haines, Alistair Geoffrey Horne,  
Ricardo Erwin Krauskopf, Estelle Flora Malseed, Charles Henry Martin, Josephine Millard,  

Margaret Ann More, James David Pilmer, Julie Kevall Reilly, Melissa Caroline Southey, 
Michael John Sweeney, and Dindy Belinda Vaughan.

Congratulations, and thank you for your service. For the detailed citations see  
https://honours.pmc.gov.au/honours/search Eastsider News would be interested  
in hearing from you, or someone who knows you, about the back story behind  
the awards.

Order of Australia honours
In June, a number of our local citizens were recognized 
through the Order of Australia program. They included:
Member of the Order of Australia (AM)
Mark Alexander Birrell, Flavia Cicuttini, William Gibbins, 
Peter Andrea Mcphee, Ann Elizabeth Miller, Coral Ross, 
Graeme William Sinclair, Doreen Anne Thomas, Beverley 
Janine Vollenhoven, and Barry John Watchorn.

Box Hill Central
Volunteering
with FriendsSatellite Club

Bike reminder signsDirectional arrowsSharrows

points and other physical barriers. The timeline of seven 
years meant completing Actions by 2023. In total, 17 
routes were identified as necessary to form a complete 
network. Six were prioritised for implementation – 
presumably by 2023. 
The Strategy covers the period 2016 to 2026, but 
unfortunately the implementation of the Easy Ride routes 
lagged behind. By 2020, only one route was planned 
to be implemented that year with others to follow in 
subsequent years. Like most networks, it requires most 
of the connections being available to actually make it 
a useable network. It looked like the plan to make a 
complete and useable network might take forever!
But, COVID-19 interjected, local advocates spoke out, 
Council personnel changed their views, Councillors got 
behind the idea of speeding things up, and the way the 
budget was allocated was changed. The result? Three 
of the first six Easy Ride Routes have now been road-
marked for all to see on the city’s streets.
Unfortunately, there has been no discernible improvement 
to the crossing points and physical barriers as required 
by Actions 4 and 5 mentioned above. But the wheels 
of government sometimes move slowly. The first three 
routes are not perfect, and some of the symbols used are 
non-standard and unique to Whitehorse. But it’s a good 
start! Refer to the Whitehorse Council website for more 
information: https://tinyurl.com/yzw4b9vn

Chris Trueman lives in Blackburn.  
He is a keen Active Transport 
advocate and is a Committee 
Member of WATAG. 

See www.watag.org  
 more information

https://www.trybooking.com/BSRHP
https://www.trybooking.com/BSRHP
http://www.iamsomeone.org.au
http://www.iamsomeone.org.au
https://www.facebook.com/iamsomeone.org
https://honours.pmc.gov.au/honours/search
https://tinyurl.com/yzw4b9vn
http://www.watag.org
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Around the world, there is great concern about how 
many species are being threatened, including frogs and 
bees, and climate change and the widespread use of 
polluting chemicals are major causes. World Bee Day, 
20 May 2021 was an excellent opportunity to put bees 
at the centre of the national conversation and encourage 
actions that create more bee-friendly landscapes. 
Beekeepers and nature conservationists are united 
in encouraging improved conditions for bees to build 
pollination security and to safeguard our food security.

There is so much more to bees than honey
What’s the problem? Since 2006, a mysterious cause of 
death, named Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD), a global 
bee pandemic has baffled beekeepers, horticulturalists, 
orchardists, scientists and governments. Bee populations 
around the world have disappeared, literally left their hives 
and disappeared. To this day, the mystery goes unsolved. 
A complex and worrying conundrum with no specific 
causal factor identified, global communities generally 
agree pesticides, reduced access to good nutrition and 

honeybee specific diseases and pests like American and 
European Foul Brood, Varroa Mite and Hive Beetle are big 
factors in this puzzle.
It’s an undisputed fact, Australia is incredibly fortunate 
to have the healthiest bees in the world. A huge 
responsibility and opportunity for us all to play an active 
and positive part. Did you know that nearly two-thirds 
of Australia’s agricultural production benefits from 
bee pollination? Are you aware Australia also has the 
healthiest bees in the world? Indeed, the sorry fact is that 
we have a global major problem if bees become extinct.
Urban beekeepers play a critical role in this task force, 
alerting the Department of Agriculture and isolating 
honeybee diseases and pests that have snuck through 

our ports before they escape into our large scale regional 
migratory apiaries. It is vital we continue to be strict in 
controlling and managing the pests and diseases that 
affect our local honeybees and prevent the dreaded 
varroa destructor entering Australia through a major port, 
like Tullamarine and Port Philip Bay. Or maybe the mast 
of a yacht sheltering in Refuge Cove.
Whether or not you’re into bees, or like honey, these 
facts underpin the immense opportunity and global 
responsibility for all Australians to do our bit towards 
ensuring local, Australian and global bees remain strong 
and healthy. 

Our threated species
– Jane Dyer

Community exhibition
Nature in Art
– Anna Martin

Despite the winter chill, the mood 
was buoyant at the opening night 
celebration of the Nature in Art 
exhibition at Hawthorn Town Hall. The 
exhibition showcases richly detailed 
botanical illustrations produced 
by long-time students from Canterbury Neighbourhood 
Centre (CNC), led by renowned artist Terry Napier. “We are 
so thrilled that our students could finally celebrate their 
artwork,” says CNC manager Tracey Martin, after the 2020 
exhibition was postponed due to COVID.
Captured in an almost forensic manner, the works feature 
flora and fauna created through a many-layered process 
of complex drawings. Using magnification and dissection, 
the works reveal details not always visible to the naked 
eye. Artists spend up to several months labouring over 

their works to record every detail of their subject matter. 
The passion of these painters is clear in these beautiful 
and captivating illustrations.
The emerging artists participating in the show vary in 
experience, but for several the exhibition marks their first 
foray into the gallery world. Each week they diligently 
attend the classes led by artist Terry Napier who has been 
teaching at the Canterbury centre for many years.
A long-time member of the Botanical Illustrators group 
at the Royal Botanical Gardens, Terry is a distinguished 

artist well-known for his exquisite botanical paintings and 
his celebrated artworks showcasing birds, butterflies and 
insects. His much sought-after paintings can be found 
in prominent public and private collections, including 
Victoria’s State Botanical Collection, the Cranbourne 
Botanical Collection, the Illustrated Garden, and in the 
Government House Florilegium held by the State Library 
of Victoria. In 2010,Terry was awarded the Celia Rosser 
medal for his contribution to botanical art and teaching.
The Nature in Art exhibition runs until 15 August at the 
Hawthorn Town Hall, 360 Burwood Road. Entry is free. 
The exhibition can also be viewed online at  
https://tinyurl.com/9z4pehrv 

Where are our 
Tawny Frogmouths?
The BBC is hoping to film the nesting and hunting 
behaviour of Tawny Frogmouths in and around 
Melbourne for the upcoming wildlife documentary 
series Planet Earth III from the BBC Natural History 
Unit in the UK. They would like to build a map of 
current and previous frogmouth nests, and areas 
where frogmouths hunt insects around street and 
garden lights. For each sighting, the key details that 
we are looking for are:
1. Was your sighting of: a) a frogmouth pair: b); 

frogmouth on a nest or; c) a frogmouth hunting 
around a light source?

2. Where did the sighting occur? eg back or front 
yard, street name, or park

3. When was the sighting? eg last week, last year
4. Do you have photos of the location or a general 

description of the nest height and location?
If you have previously sighted frogmouth 
nesting or hunting behaviour, please email us at 
FrogmouthPE3@bbc.co.uk with the subject title: 
FROGMOUTH.

Chisholm residents raise 
our voices to protect nature
– Paula Howell, Liz Reen, and Mitzi Tuke

Representatives of the Australian Conservation 
Foundation Chisholm Group have been meeting over 
the last six months with local community groups and 
citizens who are concerned about Federal Government 
inaction on climate change and extinction rates. The 
Australian Conservation Foundation is an independent, 
non-partisan, national organisation. Chisholm ACF group 
representatives met with Ms Gladys Liu, Federal Member 
for Chisholm, to present an open letter signed by a 
number of these groups, urging the government to do 
more to protect nature, by adopting the Environmental 
Protection and Biodiversity (EPBC) Act review 
recommendations. 
The purpose of the EPBC Act of 1999 is to protect 
nationally significant plants, animals, habitats and places 
of natural and cultural importance. It aims to protect our 
biodiversity; water; provide a streamlined approach to 
environmental assessment and approvals; and promote 
ecologically sustainable development. 
In 2020, Professor Graeme Samuel and an expert panel 
undertook an independent review of the Act and found 

that it is not fit for purpose and requires fundamental 
reform. Australia has one of the highest rates of extinction 
in the world; 10% of the 320 land mammals present in 
1788 are now extinct. Professor Samuel found that the 
Act was also failing to address climate change challenges 
and strongly recommended that it is revised to include 
national environmental standards to better respond to 
climate change and extinction threats. An independent 
national Environment Protection Authority is needed to 
provide oversight of environmental decision-making.
The Federal Government is yet to enact the 
recommendations of the review. Ms Liu expressed 
concern about our wildlife and natural heritage but 
did not appear to have a detailed knowledge of the 
issues underpinning the review recommendations. The 
Chisholm ACF group discussed clean energy investment 
opportunities and enabling technologies with Ms Liu 
and shared the concerns of local citizens, business and 
community groups.
Our group is continuing to build alliances with local 
community and business groups who are concerned 
about climate change and the impacts on nature and our 
unique Australian animals. We would welcome contacts 
from anyone who would like to add their signatures to 
the open letter or find out more about opportunities to be 
part of an alliance for nature. We can be reached by email 
at acf.chisholm@gmail.comPlatypus in Yarra River, Templestowe

ACF Chisholm members meeting with Gladys Liu

https://tinyurl.com/9z4pehrv
mailto:acf.chisholm@gmail.com
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In the early 1950s, 
I travelled with 
my parents from 
Elwood to Maple 

Street Blackburn to visit my aunt. On the way home via 
Middleborough Road, we noticed a sign close to the Eley 
Road intersection, which read, ‘T.M.BURKE LAND FOR 
SALE’. My Mother suggested that we stop and have a 
look. Soon I was the owner of Lot 79 Glenice Avenue 
which I had purchased for the large amount of 180 
Pounds. The block was in the middle of a paddock: no 
road, no electricity, no sewerage, no water. Unlike present 

Local groups win 
funds to fight racism
– Daniel Scouller

A partnership between a community legal centre, ethnic 
communities council and Chinese and Indian community 
groups has been awarded over $100,000 in State 
government funding to fight racism and support local 
community leaders. The Amplifying Community Voices in 
the East partnership brings together Eastern Community 
Legal Centre, IndianCare, the Centre for Holistic Health 
and the Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues to 
work with newly arrived migrants and refugees through 
education and community work.

day subdivisions where everything is completed before 
you buy the land.
I met a young woman at a dance at the St. Kilda Town 
Hall in 1954, and by Christmas of that year we were 
engaged to be married. Suddenly there was a need to 
build a house, so with the help of lots of sub-contractors 
we built a home surrounded by empty paddocks and lots 
of cows. The wedding took place at Easter 1956, and our 
son was born in 1957, followed by our daughter in 1958.
In those days, Middleborough Road was a single strip of 
bitumen, and everyone purchased their hardware from 

This grant forms part of the Victorian Government’s 
$3.8 million packages to increase cross-cultural 
understanding and fight racist attitudes and behaviours. 
Member for Box Hill, Paul Hamer MP, made the 
announcement at the Box Hill Town Hall. He said, “I’m 
excited to announce this local anti-racism grant with 
organisations whose work makes a huge difference 
to our diverse and multicultural communities in 
Whitehorse and throughout the eastern suburbs.” 
Eastern Community Legal Centre CEO, Michael Smith, 
said “The Victorian Government is a strong supporter of 
community diversity and we look forward to working with 
the Centre for Holistic Health, IndianCare, CCOEI and 
others to collaborate on this important issue.”
Stay tuned for more on this program as it rolls out in the 
months ahead!

Edgecome’s Hardware Store. The butcher delivered 
the meat, and the milk man delivered the milk. The 
Education Department decided to build a Primary School 
in Richmond Street which became Warrawong Primary 
School. This caused the area to be sewered which meant 
that we could dispose of our ‘Thunder Box’. The Number 
75 tram which terminated at Warrigal Rd, was extended 
to Middleborough Road, which meant only a short walk 
from home.
Our son continued his education at Box Hill High, and our 
daughter continued her education at Blackburn South 
High, now long gone. Over following years we have joined 
the local U3A, the local Probus Club, and continued 
to attend the local church and shopping centres. We 
continue to be surprised at the changes being made to 
the area where we used to live, and the erection of the 
high rise buildings in Box Hill.

L-R: Iresha Buthgamuwa (ECLC), Michael Smith (ECLC), Paul 
Hamer MP, Donna Askew (ECLC), Wilfred Wang (CHH), Dilnaz 
Billimoria (CCOEI), Saarah Ozeer (CCOEI), Jaya Manchikanti 
(IndianCare Inc), Emma O’Brien (ECLC)

Evening session Evening session 
now available for now available for 
document signingdocument signing
Your local Document Signing 
Station (DSS) is available at 
the Boroondara Police Station, 34 Harp Road, Kew East 
3102. This free service is provided by local Justices of the 
Peace (JPs) and is available Mondays and Wednesdays 
from 11am to 1pm, and now Thursdays 5pm to 7pm 
(from 5 August 2021). No appointment necessary. JPs are 
authorised to act as independent and objective witnesses 
to documents used for official or legal purposes.

Retirees hub
For those readers who know something about Probus, 
you’ll know how good it is for retirees who want to catch 
up with other retirees in friendship, fellowship and share 
in a range of special interest groups (SIG’s) selected to 
broaden our knowledge and interests in a wide range  
of topics.
The North Balwyn Probus Club meets in the most 
desirable of facilities. The Trentwood at the Hub (also 
known as the Greythorn Community Hub). This is a new 
facility with an abundance of underground parking which 
ensures you won’t get wet or sunburnt before a meeting 

as there is a lift to take you up to your meeting room and 
escape the external elements. The main meeting area can 
seat well over 100 participants comfortably, subject to 
COVID safe requirements.
There is an adjacent kitchen for refreshments, ideal for 
participants to socialise during the monthly general 
meeting morning tea break and before a guest speaker’s 
address. Come and join this outgoing friendly club, you’ll 
be most welcome. While this is a men’s club, partners 
often participate in many of the SIG’s and on occasions 
come to listen to guest speakers on subjects of special 
interest. To know more about our club, refer to the 
website: https://www.balwynnorthprobus.org.au 

Whitehorse Council 
considers Healesville 
Freeway Reserve proposal
Whitehorse City Council is considering a proposal to 
become the future land manager of the Healesville 
Freeway Reserve. The Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning (DELWP) contacted Council to seek 
an expression of interest to manage the 35 hectare parcel 
of land that runs from Springvale Road, Forest Hill to 
Boronia Road, Vermont. It is reserved for conservation, 
recreation, and leisure. Whitehorse Mayor, Cr Andrew 
Munroe said Council is always interested in exploring 
partnership opportunities with other levels of government 
to increase open space and community facilities for 
our existing and future population. “We are actively 
considering the proposal to become land manager of the 
Healesville Freeway Reserve and will keep the community 
informed about Council’s possible options,” Cr Munroe 
said. DELWP is the interim land manager of the reserve.

Strathdon House and 
Orchard Precinct, Forest Hill
Whitehorse Council began redevelopment of this site 
on Springvale Road as a multi-use community precinct 
in May. It will include refurbishment of the homestead, 
replanting the apple orchard, installing a new ‘packing 
shed’ to host educational programs, the creation of a 
nature play area and an educational kitchen garden and 
accessible parking including bicycle parking hoops.
A range of programs and opportunities will be possible 
here. As a healthy living and sustainability hub, Council 
is seeking community consultation regarding future 
programs to be offered at Strathdon. They are also 
looking for community feedback around the creation 
and care of a kitchen garden for educational purposes. 
Council has a survey open until 17 August.
To provide input go to https://yoursay.whitehorse.vic.
gov.au/strathdon-house

Quizling Questions
David Astle, radio and TV star, writer, wordsmith, and 
cryptic crossword maker is expert at intriguing, teasing, 
and frustrating his audiences with his inventive mastery 
of words. David has very generously agreed that in each 
edition of Eastsider News we can include two of the 
Quizlings from his book, ‘Puzzled’. Test your braincells out 
with these. As always, the Editors are tempted to publish 
the answers in the next edition, in October, but we relent 
again, and you will find them on page 16 of this edition.
1. Each charade leads to an item of office supply. 

Enchanting+assessor=MAGIC MARKER
•	 lofty + fairer
•	 squeezebox + abrade
•	 dopes + limit
•	 sensed + prediction
•	 fix + fruit drink
•	 main + expert

2. Ironically, what form of fortune telling can break into a 
charade saying: ‘cheers bunkum’?

Eggs
– Owen Clark

A duck lays an egg. A hen lays an egg.
Both eggs can be beaten, and both, eaten.
A duck lays her egg, then waddles away
Quietly slipping out into the day 
Without making fuss at what others say. 
A hen lays her egg, then makes a display.
She’s happy about what she has done
And loudly cackles as though it is fun.
She is proud of her gift to everyone.
And shares joy that says, a good job is done. 
Both eggs seem very much the same 
Except for their colour and their name. 

But have you ever had the pluck 
To eat an egg laid by a duck?
The many eggs you eat and when, 
I bet they were laid by a hen. 
Now if you have a business true,
What is the thing that you could do?
A hen shows you it is always wise 
To make a display, advertise!

PS …
I showed this poem to Chinese friends, 
It seems I need to make amends.
My comments here  
are out of line, 
For they eat duck  
eggs all the time.

65 YEARS in Blackburn South
Ken and Beryl Pakes

https://www.balwynnorthprobus.org.au
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‘St Elmo’ 
– a house of knowledge
– Hasan Hassan

The house at 800 Station Street, Box Hill North is an 
1888 built double fronted Victorian weatherboard villa 
and is covered by a Council Heritage Overlay (HO227). 
Frank Tate bought the land and built the house. He 
was a renowned education reformer who as Director 
of Education in Victoria implemented many changes to 
the education system and teacher training. Frank Tate 
played a pivotal role in the establishment of the Australian 
Council for Educational Research (ACER), worked to 
gain approval to build the Box Hill State School and the 
first technical school for girls in Victoria – Box Hill Girls 
Technical School. 
Frank received a number of awards in recognition of his 
outstanding work in the field of education. These included 
being appointed to the Companion of the Imperial Service 
Order by King Edward VII in 1903, the Companion of 
the Order of St Michael and St George in 1919, the La 
Medaille du Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres in 1921 and 
the Chevalier of the Légion d’honneur (Legion of Honour) 
in 1927. 
In 1923 Frank and his wife and daughter accompanied 
a delegation led by the Governor of Victoria to Amiens, 
France commemorating the Australian soldiers who died 
in Villiers Bretonneau. While there, Frank opened a new 
school built using donations from the school children of 
Victoria. A portrait of Frank Tate by W. B. McInnes is held 
by the National Gallery of Victoria and the Frank Tate 
Building at University of Melbourne is named in his honour. 
William Kirwood was born in England in 1853 and 
migrated with his parents and three siblings to Melbourne 
in 1854. William and Jessie Kirwood and their family lived 
in the house from 1901 to 1910 and named it ‘St Elmo’. 
William worked as a ‘Warehousemen’. 

In 1922 Helen Lyne owned the house and lived there with 
her husband Arthur and their children John and Nancy. 
The family owned the property from 1922 to 2012. John 
Lyne was a geography teacher and wrote many books 
used in schools. He founded the Geography Teachers 
Association of Victoria and was also a Fellow of the Royal 
Geographical Society . In 2010 John was presented with 
the prestigious ‘Distinguished Fellowship’, awarded for 
his work and dedication in the field of Geography by the 
Institute of Australian Geographers.
John was an Elder and board of management member 
at the Central Box Hill Uniting Church. He worked in the 
church’s youth centre providing help and advice to many 
street kids and taught English for young people from non-
English-speaking backgrounds.
John was highly respected and admired both as a 
student and teacher at Scotch College. He was ‘Dux 
of School’ and the Drama staffroom is named ‘The 
Alec Lyne Room’ in his honour. After John retired in 
1974, he was commissioned by Cambridge University 
Press to write a number of books including Greater 
Melbourne – which was used as a School text, Canberra: 
a Planned City and Australia’s Resources – their Use 

and Conservation. He also contributed to other books 
including The Global System, Conserving Australia and 
Coghill’s Readings in Geography. The State Library of 
Victoria has many letters written by John. 
John was an avid collector of Australian pottery made 
by Merric Boyd, the son of the famous Australian painter 
Arthur Boyd. He gifted his collection to the National 
Gallery of Victoria in 2012.
In 2011 the Whitehorse Council applied Heritage 
overlays to the house based on the recommendations in 
the Whitehorse Planning Scheme Amendment c140 Panel 
Report: November 2011. The Panel stated that “it agrees 
with the citation that 800 Station Street, Box Hill North, is 
of local historical and aesthetic significance”. Whitehorse 
Council stated, “The intent of the HO227 is....to ensure 
that any new development does not detract from the 
heritage significance of the place”. 
The garden did not have a Vegetation Protection Overlay 
(VPO) but the Bunya Pine tree is listed by the National 
Trust. In 2013, the house was bought by a developer and 
the garden was ‘moonscaped’ leaving only the Bunya 
Pine tree. 
It is interesting how demolishing half of a Council heritage 
protected house and allowing a massive building to be 
constructed up to and around it, does ‘not detract from 
the heritage significance of the place’!
This was a rare surviving original intact example of 
our early built and horticultural heritage which should 
have been fully protected and preserved. If this 
destructive treatment of our built and horticultural 
heritage continues, Whitehorse will not have any 
intact examples of buildings and gardens from the 19th 
century left. In 2018 developers bought the Council 
Heritage Protected house and garden at 83-87 Dorking 
Rd, Box Hill North. Will it suffer the same fate as 800 
Station St, Box Hill North? 
Hasan Hassan is a local resident who has lived in 
Whitehorse for over 20 years

Doncaster Camera Club 
– Pam Rixon

Doncaster Camera Club 
has resumed meetings 
on Zoom for the period 
of COVID Restrictions, 
thereby allowing members 
to continue to be actively 
engaged with the club and 
its continued photographic 
experiences. The most 
recent club presentation 
was titled Portrait 

photography. The portrait images entered were 
diverse, many with a creative twist. The August 
meeting has an Open theme and the guest speaker 
is Ewen Bell, a well known Melbourne photographer.
For those people who have an interest in 
photography or wish they could take a better 
photo, the club is planning to run an exciting new 
Introductory Photography Course. We are currently 
taking applications and enquiries. The club is for 
anyone interested in photography. It is the place for 
both novice and more advanced photographers alike 
to share the joy of photography. Members come 
from many of the surrounding suburbs. Meetings are 
held on the third Friday of each month at 7.30 pm, 
with different themes and topics presented. Visitors 
and new members are always welcome.
www.doncastercameraclub.org.au

Join us at Koonung Cottage 
via Zoom and participate in a 

Strength Training Class with our experienced teacher, 
Annette, at 10.30am on Mondays or Fridays all from 
the comfort of your home. Our Zoom Strength Training 
classes are:
- suitable for over 60s
- convenient with working out from home
- great for building strength
- ideal for staying active
- low cost at $7 per class
- run with Zoom support available
- a community-run class
- a safe way to connect with others

We also run Strength Training classes in person in a large 
open COVID-safe space on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays at 9.15am. Feel free to start off with Zoom and 
join us in person when you are ready. Try your first class 
for free and see if it is right for you. All you need for your 
Zoom class is:
- a digital device with a camera feature whether it be 
a laptop, iPad/tablet or a mobile phone (the bigger the 
screen, the better)
- the internet
- an email address (but not essential)  
For more information or support with this, contact us at 
Koonung Cottage Community House on 9878 6632 or 
email at admin@koonungcottage.org.au 

Want to ‘Save a Shot’?
Mitcham Nunawading Probus Club has a photography 
club as one of seven interest groups. Club members 
regularly get together at different places around 
Melbourne to photograph interesting locations. This year, 
we have visited the Australian Gardens at Cranbourne, 
historic East Melbourne, the Royal Botanical Gardens in 
South Yarra, busy Southbank, and the multi-cultural Box 
Hill shopping centre. Not only is it a great way to come 
together with a common interest, it is also an opportunity 
to practice and improve our skills in photography and an 
encouragement to visit interesting locations. 
Members of the club meet at a local hall every two or 
three months to view and critique the photos that have 
been taken recently. Some members have single lens 
reflex cameras, while some use their smart phones or 
tablet. The type of camera is not important; what matters 
is that we are enjoying each other’s company, and we are 
improving our photography skills. We are also learning 
some basic skills in editing our photos. Modern phones 
and tablets come with basic editing tools, and it is 
amazing how a few simple clicks of a button can do so 
much to enhance the quality of an image.
These skills also come into play at family functions 
when we inevitably get called on to take photos of the 
grandchildren. You can get more information about our 
club, and see a wider selection of our photos on the club 
website https://probussouth 
pacific.org/microsites/
mitchamnunawading/ 
About_Us 

The photos are just a  
small sample of what  
we have taken over the  
past few months.

Eastern Suburbs and Churches 
Table Tennis Association (ESCTTA)
We would like to let everyone know we are back and 
playing again. Our Table Tennis Association has been 
running for more than 70 years. If you are interested 
in playing table tennis, either competitively or socially, 
contact us. We can accommodate players from 
beginner to elite level. If you’ve been playing at home 
and want to see about getting better, we are the ones 
who can help you.
We have venues at Blackburn South, Forest Hill 
and Mt Waverley. If you are interested and would 
like to know more, visit our website and click on the 
‘Contact’ heading and go from there. https://esctta.
com.au/ We would love to see you as a new member. 
Come along. You’ll have a great time.
The ESCTTA would like to take this opportunity 
to thank Table Tennis Australia for its assistance 
with a grant to enable the purchase of new playing 
equipment.

Workout from home using Zoom
Koonung Cottage Community HouseKoonung Cottage Community House

http://www.doncastercameraclub.org.au
mailto:admin@koonungcottage.org.au
https://probussouthpacific.org/microsites/mitchamnunawading/About_Us
https://probussouthpacific.org/microsites/mitchamnunawading/About_Us
https://probussouthpacific.org/microsites/mitchamnunawading/About_Us
https://probussouthpacific.org/microsites/mitchamnunawading/About_Us
https://esctta.com.au/
https://esctta.com.au/
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In the next edition
The deadline for articles for the next edition of Eastsider 
News is 25 September, with the edition due to go online 
early October. The popularity of Eastsider News has 
expanded significantly, and we cannot accommodate all 
the submitted articles. We try to maintain diversity and 
give priority to those which are time relevant. So make 
sure you submit your article as soon as possible, contact 
us by 25 September at info@eastsidernews.org.au  
by 25 September

Have you got something to say?
Articles for Eastsider News come through word-of-mouth 
contacts from a variety of personal and community 
networks. They are flowing in also from amongst the 
hundreds of new subscribers and the thousands of 
people who have clicked on the website. These networks 
are evolving and expanding rapidly. If you are reading 
this, then you are part of that evolution, and therefore 
invited to submit your news, stories, ideas, photos, 
Letters to the Editors, and advertisements for the next 
and subsequent editions. 
Email to info@eastsidernews.org.au 

The guidelines for writing for Eastsider News are: 
• Length and quality: ranging from 400-900 words, occasionally longer, but always well written, and concise
• Relevance: local public interest, but sometimes with a broader context
• Style: personal, but varied – story, humour, technical, creative, cartoons, etc
• Evidence-based: transparency about whether it is factual or opinion
• Language: can be expressive, but respectful and non-defamatory, with a focus on information, ideas, or issues,
• Text: to be submitted as an unformatted Word document by email
• Photos and graphics: to be submitted as stand-alone 300dpi resolution jpegs by email info@eastsidernews.org.au
• Author’s information: name and suburb for publication, an email address for follow-up but not publication. An author’s

headshot and short bio is optional
• The Editors will usually accept material as written, but may make minor changes to improve clarity, readability, or focus.

The types of articles are expected to include:
• General interest: local environment, planning and development, social issues, health, etc
• Local activity centres and organisations: community centres, schools, churches, social groups, sports clubs, business,

service clubs, universities, etc
• Socio-demographic groups: eg ethnic, age, ability, household types, etc
• Council business: Boroondara and Whitehorse ward reports, consultations, etc
• Personalities: interviews with interesting ‘ordinary’ people, and related events
• Culture, hobbies: art, music, recipes, eating out – and more.
We publish a new edition online every two months but, to stay accurate and relevant, online versions may be 
added to and updated more frequently. We are planning to do a limited print edition for community distribution 
twice a year, when funds become available www.eastsidernews.org.au

EastsiderNews

EastsiderNews

EastsiderNews Guidelines for writing articles

Page 14 Quizling Answers
1. Highlighter, accordion file, foolscap, felt tip,

hole punch, staple gun
2. Tarot

Eighteen months ago, amidst 
the uncertainty of something 
called a novel coronavirus, 
Eastsider News was born. The 

term ‘novel’ indicated it was a new 
version of coronavirus, a temporary 

name before it was medically defined as COVID-19. While 
coming to grips with lockdowns, home schooling, social 
distancing, masks, and the demise of commercial local 
newspapers, the idea of community-based, free, not-for 
profit newspapers developed fairly quickly. This helped 
to fill a vacuum for a much-appreciated sharing of local 
stories and celebration of local life amidst the challenges. 
Eastsider News was born with a primary focus of 
Boroondara and Whitehorse, but it soon became clear 
that issues related to this area were also of interest 
to people in adjacent areas, and broader community 
interests were of interest to the ‘locals’. 
A year ago, we did not realise that ‘COVID-19’ would 
become ‘COVID ongoing’ and that getting back to 
‘normal’ was wishful thinking. Victoria is doing pretty well 
in keeping the risks manageable, although some people 
are having a tough time, particularly small business and 
school children. We have considerable empathy and 
sympathy for our NSW friends. 

However, the ongoing confusion and failure of the 
Federal Government to manage both vaccination 
supply and quarantining of people returning from 
overseas means that we still have COVID ubiquitously 
in our face on a daily basis, with inexplicable promises, 
promises, promises, but very slow progress. It 
is exhausting and depressing. There is a general 
weariness from daily media and daily personal 
conversations where COVID has even replaced talking 
about the weather. Perhaps, as daylight hours lengthen, 
the balance will shift.
But beyond COVID, four other matters are cause for 
serious reflection. They are very different in nature but, 
together, they go to the heart of who we are. The first 
is, if our aspiration is to be a progressive rather than 
a regressive society, it is vital that we make a much 
greater effort on recognition of the importance of our 
First Nation history and involvement in contemporary 
decision-making. A number of articles in the June 
edition of Eastsider News address this, but it is still a 
challenging work in progress.
The second is informed and genuine regret at the 
historic but ongoing trivialising of abuse against women, 
particularly the toxic culture of some politicians. 
Disturbing misogyny and trivialising abuse including 
claims by ex Chisholm MP Julia Banks and the ABC 

program Ms Represented has been a comprehensive eye 
opener as to how longstanding and serious the problem 
has been.
The third is the blatant dishonesty in the discredited 
car parking program before the last election that was 
disturbing, but even more disturbing is the attempt 
to justify gross pork barrelling behaviour with no 
transparency until it is retrospectively exposed as 
‘normal’.
The fourth is the ongoing denial of understanding 
energy and environmental management as an 
intergenerational responsibility, not an ongoing party-
politicised war. One community that has caught my 
eye is in northeast Victoria, not far from the border. 
Under the headline of “Local leaders learn to have 
the tough climate change conversations”, an article 
explored the leadership gap that emerged when the 
Upper Murray was hit with fires and the pandemic. A 
course has begun to help train up local leaders, and 
driving climate change conversations will play a big 
role in the course. See the article at https://tinyurl.
com/4wc7dwew 
Over the last 18 months, many communities have 
taken a diversity of positive local initiatives. The “we 
are all in this together” slogan has taken on an innate 
meaning that transcends arbitrary administrative lines 
on maps, and the most effective leadership is coming 
from way beyond traditional political party approaches. 
My optimistic view is that we will have moved forward 
on all these important issues by the time Eastsider 
News has its second birthday.

Just after the end of NAIDOC week, on July 12th, which 
was very close to the 50th Anniversary of the first raising 
of the Aboriginal Flag, there was an Aboriginal Flag-
raising ceremony and a multifaith service of prayers for 
Reconciliation and restoration of country held outside 
Camberwell library, in the civic centre of Boroondara, 
where there are three flagpoles. The service commenced 
with a moving Welcome to Country from Aunty Diane 
Kerr, Wurundjeri Elder, followed by a welcoming address 
from Mayor Garry Thompson, and featured prayers and 
reflections from Jewish, Buddhist, Anglican and Uniting 
Church faiths, including from Reverend Glenn Loughrey, 
a proud Aboriginal man. Boroondara Council was very 
supportive in the organisation of the well-attended 
service, with several councillors also present. 
Since then we have had the wonderful news, delivered 
by resolution of Council at its meeting of 26th July, that 
the Aboriginal flag would be permanently flown at this 
location. This brings Boroondara into line with most 
other Victorian Councils, as requested in the petition to 

Council delivered in February this year. The flag is now 
proudly flying there, giving, we hope, a greater feeling 
for Aboriginal people in Boroondara that we know and 
acknowledge that they are the traditional owners of the 
land on which we live, work and play.
Even more heartening perhaps is that Council has 
commenced the development of their Reconciliation 
Strategy, with a well-advertised community survey and, 
currently, stakeholder interviews. Many of the actions 
that we in the Boroondara Reconciliation Network have 
advocated for can now be formally considered in the
process, under which there will be, among other things,
a mechanism for stakeholders to meet together and 

provide input to the development 
of the strategy. We are naturally 
very pleased with this development 
and with the hard work of council 
officers and support of Council 
to get it underway. This process 
is assisted by the recent formal 
recognition that the Wurundjeri 

Woi-wurrung are the undisputed traditional owners of 
 the land we now call Boroondara.
Of course, we heartily welcome more community 
involvement in our network in order to support, among 
other things, the development of the strategy. You can 
join our Facebook group at https://www.facebook.
com/groups/1985577085043780 and/or email us at 
reconcileboroondara@gmail.com.
Leigh Naunton is Secretary of the Boroondara 
Reconciliation Network

For an interesting program of stories about active 
and creative Indigenous leaders during the 20th 
century go to the ABC website, Trevor Chappell 
Overnights Tuesday 10 August 2021 from 2hr 15 
minute marker https://www.abc.net.au/radio/
programs/overnights/episodes/

Reconciliation is on 
its way in Boroondara
– Leigh Naunton

One year on – another reflection
– Bill Chandler
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